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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION OF SIA AND ABOUT THE ROB PROJECT
A Social Impact Assessment (SIA) is carried out to examine the
consequences of individual projects and is helpful to predict and mitigate
negative impacts simultaneously identifying opportunities to enhance
benefits for the society. It considers all direct or indirect impacts that may
appear because of the project. The Right to Fair Compensation and
Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act,
2013 came into force from 1st January 2014.
A Social Impact Assessment in general terms is an anticipatory effort to
project the likely impacts of any kind of development. It aims to predict the
social impacts on people caused by the changes due to the proposed actions.
An SIA study is done with the objective to:


Assess whether the proposed acquisition serves a public purpose;



Estimate the number of affected families and the number of families
among them likely to be displaced;



Understand the extent of lands, public and private, houses,
settlements, and other common properties likely to be affected by the
proposed acquisition;



Understand if the extent of land acquired is the bare minimum needed
for the project;



Analyze alternate place (if any).



Study of the social impacts, nature, and cost of addressing them and
the impact of this cost on the overall cost of the project vis-a-vis the
benefits of the project.
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The foundation of the proposed project was finally laid in 2008-09 by the
then CM of Punjab, Mr. Prakash Singh Badal but, the project could not be
completed due to unknown reasons. On February 26, 2016 ROB on the
Railway Crossing 151-C was cleared in the Railway budget but till the day
the project could not be launched. The level crossing at Mandi Gobindgarh
is '151-C Railway crossing'. It is one of the busiest railway crossings
because of which it remains closed for most of the time. The proposed ROB
project comes under Freight Corridor. The development of ROB in Mandi
Gobindgarh is a long pending project and the absence of it is a cause of
concern in the area which leads to daily issues in the lives of residents of the
area.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To conduct the Social Impact Assessment (SIA) research an effective
research methodology is always important. The SIA team employed various
anthropological research methods required for conducting SIA study among
project affected area with an effective research design. After pilot survey
and identification of people to be affected by the project, the interview
schedule was prepared. A total of 16 land/house/factory etc. were proposed
to be acquired for the ROB project, having altogether 41 owners and
shareholders that going to be directly affected. Total 11 women from
directly affected family were also interviewed regarding their opinion, status
and role in their associated society. The primary data was collected with the
help of in-depth interviews followed by focus group discussions with
affected landowners.
AFFECTED AREA
Population of Mandi Gobindgarh is 82,266 according to Census 2011. The
historical Gurudwara of Cheivein Patshahi is the base of this town. Sixth
Guru of Sikhs, Guru Hargobind Ji blessed this town and that is why the
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town was named after the name of Guruji. Mandi Gobindgarh is
administered by Municipal Council. Of the total of affected landowners,
75.8% of shareholders were males and rest were females. Majority of the
affected population belonged to age group 51-60 years and least were in the
age group of 21-30 years of age. During the SIA study it was found that
majority of them were Sikh. Primary occupation of most of them is business
while rest of them were involved in agriculture, medical practices and
service.
POPULATION IN THE PROJECT AFFECTED AREA
There are in total 38 shareholders and 3 working partner and out of 38, 33
people were interviewed. Industrial area of 11 shareholders, barren plot of 7,
residential area of 11, and commercial land of 4 is being acquired. 5 has
residential cum commmercial area, which is under proposed acquisition.
Some people have more than one property under acquisition. It was
observed that in some cases the details provided by the respondents
regarding their affected land did not match with the list provided by the
Patwari, variations to some extent were there. There were people who had
purchased their land long time back but it has not yet transferred on their
name in the land records. In maximum cases the area is being partially
acquired, the ROB is passing through their land in such a way that the land
is left on either side due which the leftover area is wasteful to them. Due to
this acquisition of the proposed land, the livelihood and business of the
project affeced people is at stake.
ESTIMATION AND ENUMERATION OF THE ASSETS
The proposed ROB project will impact the shareholders and property
owners directly in the form of loss of residences, working industries, nonworking industries, working/ non-working shops and offices. The project
affected people who own houses and are currently residing there will be
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affected immensely as it will lead to their displacement and relocation along
with their family members, which will impose economic burden on them.
The loss of working factories will have direct and indirect impact on the
family members and the employees of the property owner. The working
factory though partially affected by the proposed ROB will affect the whole
working network of machineries and offices on them. The steel and iron
factories have underground setup which when acquired will lead to
disruption of the whole factory and lead to huge financial loss. The nonfunctional factories though will be less impacted still transportation and
reinstallation in other locations will impose financial burden. The shops and
offices which are not in use currently will lose concrete structure and other
facilities built on them. The project will have negative impact on the labor
group and the working staffs as well, as their employers will have to either
shut down their factories or shop temporarily or permanently.
SOCIAL IMPACTS
Social impact is the impact on community and its people that emerge as a
result of any action, policy. It can be both positive or negative and
intentional or unintentional. Chapter 6 about the impacts of the proposed
ROB on the area and its population. There are three phases of the
development project, which are:
 Impact during pre-construction phase
 Impact during Construction, and
 Impact during operation phase
Many families have lived together in a joint structure since a long period of
time if the proposed ROB development begins, it will affect their social
organization. The children who go to schools in nearby areas face hours of
jam while they are stuck at the railway crossing in their school buses.
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Presently most families depend on their income from the mills and
businesses running in the affected area. Because of it being an industrial
town, it was also seen that many houses were built right along with
workshops and showroom on the same property, therefore, the impact of the
acquisition is maximum on such structures. It is also to be noted that when
anyone lives at a place for years they make certain social relations with the
people around them, due to the proposed development the structure and
lifestyle of the area is bound to change.
It was also highlighted by the respondents that women in the affected area
face several difficulties in their day to day lives due to the absence of the
ROB. There have been incidents of chain snatching and eve teasing as
reported by residents which possess a threat to women safety in the area.
The long due project and its anticipation has caused a lot of stress into lives
of landowners, especially after 2016. Because of properties being marked
and the inability to utilize them to their full capacity has led to financial
losses and has made the landowners incur several lifestyle problems such as
stress, blood pressure, diabetes and hypertension, which are discussed in
detail in the chapter addressing Social impacts.
The maximum impact of the project will be felt during the construction
phase as people will have to relocate and shut down their businesses
disturbing the whole social structure of the families and thus will negatively
impact them.
After the construction phase, i.e. operational phase the people of the area
will reap benefits of the proposed ROB in abundance that will create
positive effect on the overall social life of the area. Residents believed that
the ROB will connect the two sides of the Mandi Gobindgarh area and
people will invest more at the Guru Ki Nagri side as development projects
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as private and government sectors will invest there which is currently facing
negligence from the investors due to connectivity issues with the other parts
of the area.
The roads are in serious need of repair, there is increased dust and smoke
pollution and deterioration of air quality because of heavy vehicles which is
harmful for the residents living in the area especially the vulnerable groups.
People currently residing there have to go through long routes to reach
nearby cities and areas because of unavailability of ROB. Even to access
markets women feel they have to go afar.
It should also be mentioned that even after being a part of the district
Fatehgarh Sahib, it still feels faraway for the residents because of the long
distance the residents have to travel. As Mandi Gobindgarh is an industrial
town, it is home to a lot of laborers from across the country. Workshops and
mills are employing several laborers through which they earn their
livelihood and after the proposed acquisition their lives will be impacted
too.
The proposed ROB project in the Mandi Gobindgarh area is the most
awaited development project as reported by people of this area, which may
serve the public purpose along with expected development as the outcome
of this project.
ISSUES AND CONCERNS
In-depth interview as well as the focus group discussions with the people
whose land is proposed for the acquisition was conducted. It was found that
almost all respondents were facing trouble due to delay in ROB construction
and operation. Due to delay in ROB the development of the area is also
delayed, many respondents have raised their concerns regarding the pattern
of acquisition, as the ROB is passing through center or diagonally (partially)
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from most of the affected land/properties. Respondents also opined that the
government should provide compensation for the proposed acquisition and
should also give an option of relocation for the left-over land from affected
area, along with compensation. There are several assets that are going to be
lost in acquisition, therefore the residents want fair compensation including
loss of assets and finance under R & R benefits. To avoid conflicts
landowners demand compensation for each partner individually and not in
the name of firm or property. Respondents insisted that the basis of
compensation calculation must be as per the present market rate and not the
revenue or government rate of the lands. They also asserted that the
compensation should be given according to loss from the time of
notification of ROB in the year 2016. Some landowners reported that they
want proper prior information about the actions and rates regarding ROB
project and their acquisition from the concerned authorities. Mitigation
measures undertaken by the concerned authorities regarding these issues and
concerns are also elaborately discussed Chapter 7.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SIA TEAM
The present SIA study was conducted with a holistic perspective and
highlighted the positive as well as the negative impact of the proposed
acquisition. The report highlights these in detail, but these will only be
complete after the public hearing meeting is conducted, as the SIA team will
add necessary information gathered then as well. A few of them are as
follows:
 Project affected families must be compensated with adequate amount
for their land, as per the provisions of the Act. The compensation
should be fair enough to overcome the loss they would face in terms
of loss to income and livelihood.
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 The government should try that the entire land from the affected area
should be acquired in one go.
 To avoid any lack of communication landowners must be made a part
of discussions before policy formulation and decision making. The
government should try to acquire the wasted area on either sides of
the land.
 If there arises a demand for employment during the construction of
the proposed project work the laborers and staff affected must be
taken into consideration.
 During the construction phase of the ROB, the authorities have to
ensure minimum inconvenience to the residents of the town.
 During the construction phase the suggestions of the pollution control
board should also be considered.
 It has to also be ensured by the authorities that the construction of the
ROB must be completed in the said tenure.
 There were many houses which are falling under the area to be
acquired they must be compensated adequately.

CHAPTER 1
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND
ROAD OVER BRIDGE (ROB)

1.1 SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
1.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Social Impact Assessment (SIA) is the process of identifying and managing
the social impacts of development projects. It is based on the fact that
decision-makers

should

recognize

the

intended

and

unintended

consequences of their decisions before they act upon it, therefore, it is a
predictive study done for the identification of social impacts that occur
during project implementation and to respond proactively to change. An
SIA is carried out to assess the consequences of individual projects and is
helpful to predict and mitigate negative impacts simultaneously identifying
opportunities to enhance benefits for the society
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) defines SIA as a process of
research, planning, and the management of social change or consequences
(positive and negative, intended and unintended) arising from policies, plans,
developments, and projects (UNEP, 2007).
To further elaborate, an SIA can be called a comprehensive assessment
practice. In all its character, it is participatory, it increases understanding of
change and capacities to respond to change, and is like an umbrella that
represents the total evaluation of all impacts on humans.
Social impacts start long before any project begins. It includes all impacts
on people's way of life, their interaction with each other, impacts on their
culture i.e., their shared beliefs, customs, values, and language, impacts on
their social lives, community cohesion, services and facilities, and their
resources, along with their overall health and well-being.
1
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An SIA takes into account all direct or indirect impacts that may appear
because of the project. Indirect impacts can be defined as the unintended
effects of the project given the complexity of social processes. Thus, an SIA
should inform decision-makers and authorities about the anticipated impacts
of such developments from the early stages of a project. It seeks to support
both affected people and regulatory agencies.
To conclude, an SIA as a process of analyzing (predicting, evaluating, and
reflecting) and managing the intended and unintended consequences on the
human environment of planned interventions (policies, programs, plans,
projects) and any social change processes invoked by those interventions to
bring about a more sustainable and equitable biophysical and human
environment1
1.1.2 RIGHT TO FAIR COMPENSATION AND TRANSPARENCY IN
LAND ACQUISITION, REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT
ACT, 2013.
The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 came into force from 1st
January, 2014 onwards and has brought about a paradigm shift in the land
acquisition process. It aimed to reform the age-old laws regarding land
acquisition in India which were unchanged since 1894. The provisions of
the 1894 Act were found inadequate in addressing certain issues. It was a
general law which did not look into the matters of public concern such as
resettlement and rehabilitation of those who were affected, neither did it
address the growing concerns of acquiring land and people whose lives were
dependent on this land. This was subjected to various amendments over the
years by the central as well as the state government.
1

Becker, H. A., and F. Vanclay. (Eds.). (2003). The international handbook of social impact assessment:
conceptual and methodological advances. Edward Elgar Publishing.
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Thus, there was an urgent need for a much more comprehensive law that
would be inclusive of these concerns. A law that would include the
following:


A law that would define and give away the procedures to establish the
public purpose and the need to acquire and displace in the public
interest;



The one that will evaluate costs and benefits of development projects
in the public interest;



And secure land rights and livelihood of those who will be directly or
indirectly affected by such projects; by making them a part of
decision making, and implementation of the project and most
importantly to settle the rehabilitation and resettlement claims of all
the project affected families.

The UPA government in 2011 moved to amend the law on land acquisition
to prevent the process of public domination and forced displacement and
thus in 2013, the improved and the new Land Acquisition Act was
introduced as the “The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in
Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013”. It regulates
and governs the entire process of land acquisition made by the central or
state governments everywhere except in the state of Jammu & Kashmir. It
intended to restore the imbalance of power between the government and the
landowners.
The new and improved 2013 Act included several new aspects such as:


It has increased the compensation provided to landowners, from 1.3
times the price of land to 2 times the price of land in urban areas, and
2-4 times the price of land in rural areas.
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It provides for rehabilitation and resettlement, for the affected
landowners as well as those families which did not own land but were
dependent on the land to be acquired for their livelihood.



It has mandated that the consent of 80% of landowners be obtained
for private projects, and the consent of 70% of landowners be
obtained for public-private partnership projects as defined in subclauses (i) and (v) of clause (c) of section 3. However, the consent of
landowners is not required for government projects.



It mandates to conduct a Social Impact Assessment study as per
section 4 “Whenever the appropriate government intends to acquire
land for a public purpose, it shall consult the concerned panchayat,
municipality or municipal corporation, as the case may be at village
level or ward level, in the affected areas and carry out a social impact
assessment study in consultation with them, in such manner and from
such date as may be specified by such government by notification.”

An SIA assesses certain aspects of the acquisition such as whether the
project serves a public purpose, whether the minimum area that is required
is being acquired, and the social impact of the acquisition.
Social Impact Assessment analyzes, manages, and scrutinizes the social
impacts of any development project. As per the National Rehabilitation and
Resettlement (R&R) Policy, 2007 and Right to Fair Compensation and
Transparency in Land Acquisition Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act
(RFCTLARR), 2013, conducting an SIA is mandatory, when land is
proposed to be acquired for any public development purpose.
Hence, even if the government acquires land with the ultimate purpose to
transfer it for the use of private companies for the stated public purpose,
SIA remains compulsory.
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1.1.3 OBJECTIVES OF SIA STUDY
The objectives of the social impact assessment study are as follows:


Assess whether the proposed acquisition serves the public purpose;



Estimate the number of affected families and the number of families
among them likely to be displaced;



Understand the extent of lands, public and private, houses,
settlements, and other common properties likely to be affected by the
proposed acquisition;



Understand if the extent of land acquired is the bare minimum needed
for the project;



Analyze alternate place (if any);



Study of the social impacts, nature, and cost of addressing them and
the impact of this cost on the overall cost of the project vis-a-vis the
benefits of the project.

1.1.4 COMPONENTS OF SIA
Components to be considered as part of an SIA include:


Impacts on land, livelihood, and income of the affected families.



Impact on physical resources, including their natural resources.



Impacts on their private assets and public services facilities



Impact on health and community wellbeing with special emphasis on
women's health and the health of the elderly.



Impact on culture and social cohesion.



Impacts at different stages of the project cycle.
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1.1.5 NEED AND NECESSITY OF SIA
Social Impact Assessment presents an important opportunity to understand
the issues arising from project-based development. It is important to
understand the social impacts of a project that are directly or indirectly
impacting the community under the lens. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
gather extensive knowledge regarding any populations and settings to be
affected by the proposed action or development. So that efforts can be made
to expand the process of engagement and negotiation that might address the
imbalance in relationships between people and the authorities.
An SIA is needed as it provides quality information that serves the
government and policymakers in taking effective decisions. It ensures that
any issues that exist are fully described and analyzed during the course of its
study. An SIA identifies the disadvantaged, at-risk populations which are
supposedly affected by the proposed project and incorporate information
about these populations into the Social Impact Assessment report.
1.1.6 SIGNIFICANCE/ ADVANTAGES OF SIA
An SIA study is significant in more than one way. It helps in identifying
people and groups who are affected by the project and has a great
significance in the preliminary understanding of social impacts (both
positive and negative) that affect the community and its people during all
stages of the project. This may serve to be beneficial in making appropriate
decisions about the proposed development. Addressing social impacts at an
early stage helps to avoid costly errors in the future. Thus, a well prepared
SIA report is a sign that social impacts are taken seriously and helps in
getting project clearance faster. An SIA study will ensure minimal impact
on people‟s ways of life due to the project. Simultaneously it will help in
implementing the mitigation measures which will be extensively helpful in
6
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minimizing the negative impacts and maximizing the benefits from the said
planned intervention. An SIA study will serve as a medium of
communication between the authorities and landowners, communicating
their concerns and needs thereby minimizing any social unrest and ensure
compensation to affected communities.
Therefore, the current study will assist the government and policymakers to
formulate correct policies and programs in the light of changing
developmental conditions, to improve the socio-economic status and resolve
the problems of project affected population.
1.2 ROAD OVER BRIDGE (ROB) PROJECT
1.2.1 HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
The ROB in Mandi Gobindgarh area is a long due project. It goes way back
in time, as per information provided to the SIA team it was found that
responding to the demand of the people, the then MLA from the Amloh
constituency S. Dalip Singh Pandhi raised the issues in the eighties and
started a correspondence with railways. Even when in 1989, the then Prime
Minister of India Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee (Figure 1.1) came to inaugurate
the Bi-annual Conference of the National Union of Journalists (NUJ) at
Mandi Gobindgarh the demand for ROB was put in front of him. The
foundation of the project was finally laid in 2008-09 by the then Chief
Minister of Punjab, Mr. Prakash Singh Badal but, the project could not be
completed due to unknown reasons. On February 26, 2016 ROB on the
railway crossing 151-C was cleared in the railway budget but till date the
project could not be launched. News articles have reported the same over
the years, for reference a news article from the newspaper Times of India
can be seen in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.1: The Visit of former Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee

The proposed ROB project comes under Freight Corridor. According to
'The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation, and Resettlement Act (RFCTLARR) 2013'
under section 4, Social impact assessment is essential for land acquisition
due to development purposes. This project comes under sections 11, 19, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30 of the RFCTLARR, Social Impact Assessment Rules, and
provision of rehabilitation and resettlement based on SIA. The level
crossing at Mandi Gobindgarh is '151-C Railway crossing'. It is famous for
being one of the busiest railway crossings because of which it remains
closed for most of the time.
Certain details regarding the same were required by the SIA team (and the
information sourced from an executive engineer/ Const-II Northern railway,
Chandigarh (Annexure 1.1) is as follows.
1.

Number of passenger (mail and express) trains passing per day from
this section are 160.

2.

Number of freight trains passing per day from this section are 70.

3.

The approximate number of times the LC is closed for the passage of
traffic in a day is 110.

8
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4.

The average duration for which the LC is kept closed for the passage
of traffic is 7 hours in a day.

Figure 1.2: Newspaper article about the long pending ROB project
(Source:

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ludhiana/30-yrs-on-and-still-waiting-for-rob-at-mandi-

gobindgarh/articleshow/68651166.cms)

However, according to the information collected via interviews during the
SIA study the SIA team gathered that there are 42 Express Trains, 3
Passenger Trains, about 30 Goods Trains running on the route other than
which an average 4 Inspection Vehicles and also an average 3 Relief
Engines run on this track daily, other than any Special Trains. It was also
brought to the team‟s knowledge that at times a train from up or downside
takes at least 10 to 12 minutes to reach here which means that the railway
crossing 151-C remains closed at least for ten minutes for a train. So, this
'regular traffic' of trains consumes an average of 820 minutes daily. In other
words, the railway crossing 151-C remains closed almost 14 hours during a
day. Many times, trains from both sides come right one after another. Under
such circumstances, the crossing remains closed at a stretch of hours also.

9
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Much information was also provided by the Administrator, Municipal
Council, Mandi Gobindgarh and SDM Amloh, he informed that around 150
trains approximately pass from the LC 151-C crossing which means the
crossing remains closed for as long as 10 hours in a day (600 minutes
approximately). Due to this, in a hurry to move people often opt to pass
from under the crossing, and the same was witnessed by the SIA team
during their fieldwork which has led to several deaths and accidents over the
years, all accounted to the absence of ROB. (Figure 1.3)

Figure 1.3: Newspaper article reporting death at railway crossing in the project
affected area.
(Source:https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ludhiana/punjab-24-year-old-man-crushed-by-train-infatehgarh-sahib/articleshow/70559125.cms)

There was no notification for this project earlier. After seeing the problems
faced by people of this area and finding that bridge is a necessity for this
area, the Municipal Council passed the Matta for ROB in Mandi
Gobindgarh. (Annexure 1.2)
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1.2.2 OBJECTIVES OF ROB
Mandi Gobindgarh is a part of the large historic district of Fatehgarh Sahib,
which hosts many historic Gurudwara Sahibs which are highly significant
among the Sikh community and all others residing in that area. Living in
Mandi Gobindgarh if anyone wishes to visit Fatehgarh Sahib, they have to
take the longer routes and go via Sirhind even though the route from Guru
Ki Nagri is shorter and takes much lesser time. Yet at times to avoid long
hours of jam people prefer taking longer routes and go via Sirhind rather
than waiting for hours at the railway crossing. The town also hosts the
historical Gurudwara of Chevein Patshahi. Thus the presence of ROB will
help „Sangat‟(pilgrims) to visit there without waiting for hours at the
railway crossing. The ROB is also crucial as it serves as the only alternative
route to Fatehgarh Sahib.
It is also to be noted that across the railway track on the North-East side of
the town there are three wards of the Municipal Council covering a thick
population, many steel industry units, and dozens of villages such as
Dadheri, Kotla, Bhadla, Alipur, Manak Majra, Luhar Majra, Salar Majra,
Jallowal, Talwara, Jandali, Bagh Sikandar, Raipur Majri and many others that
are directly connected to Mandi Gobindgarh not only for their daily needs but
also for medical, higher education and transport facilities that are located on
the other side of the town, meaning the South West locality. However, there
is a divide between the town because of the railway crossing which is shut for
most hours in a day thus making the town and the facilities inaccessible for
the nearby villages and the people who are dependent upon it.
Even though both localities Guru Ki Nagri and Mandi are a part of the same
town but they are disconnected in a way. It is also a hard fact that one can
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reach nearby towns such as Khanna and Sirhind within ten minutes but the
people living on both sides cannot cover the distance of merely a few yards
within the same town for as long as hours, many times.
According to the residents, the construction of ROB will prove to be
beneficial as it will provide an alternative route to reach the district
headquarters of Fatehgarh Sahib which will bring close both the stations via
Kotla, Jandali at least one-fifth distance of the present 'in use' route via
Sirhind.

Figure 1.4: Article highlighting the need for ROB in the area.

It will also provide another connecting route to the state headquarters at
Chandigarh via Sanghol. The new routes would not only decrease the
pressure of traffic from the GT road but also save money in the shape of fuel
on the Gobindgarh-Fatehgarh Sahib route. Another route via Bagh Sikandar
would bring very close Bassi Pathana and Morinda towns bypassing Sirhind
and Fatehgarh Sahib.
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Figure 1.5: Traffic Jam at railway crossing

In the figure 1.5 a man and a woman can be seen from passing under the
railway line risking their life, which is a daily affair in Mandi Gobindgarh.
1.2.3 TECHNICAL DETAILS OF ROB
All technical details regarding the ROB and its construction can be seen on
the Map (Annexure 1.3a). The incline of the ROB starts from the Gol
Market Fourway from the Main Mandi and the decline is towards Raj Steel
Mill. As per the map provided to the SIA team, the total length of the ROB
13
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is to be 790 meters, where the length of R/E wall to R/E wall is 585 meters.
Out of this 500 meters approximately is to be constructed by the PWD and
the rest of the 85.5 meters which is the central portion of the railway where
the current 'LC 151-C' is present, will be constructed the cost of which will
be borne by the railway engineering department. There will be a total of 14
pillars and 2 common piers (CP) which will be at the meeting point of the
railway and PWD.
Nearby pillar 3 and up till pillar 12 an underpass of height approximately 34 meters will be constructed underground below the RC and ROB. The
width of the road on the bridge to be constructed will be approximately 10.5
meters.
Towards Guru Ki Nagri side the width of the road over ROB will be 26.5
meters approximately leaving space of 8 meters on both sides for service
utility and footpath.
While towards the Mandi side the total width of the road over ROB will be
18 meters approximately out of which 10.5 meters will be used for
constructing a two-lane road over the ROB leaving 3.75 meters on each side
of ROB. For further reference, the Map is attached along with the report.
1.2.4 RATIONALE /PURPOSE OF ROB
The purpose of the construction of a ROB is the elimination of level
crossings. A recent article reports that the Ministry of Railways proposes to
replace level crossing (LC) gates in the country with Road Over Bridges
(ROB) on a cost-sharing basis with the respective State government where
Train Vehicle Unit (TVU) of level crossing gate is more than one lakh per
day2. This is being done to ensure safety in train operation. Considerable
manpower is required for operations at level crossings which also
2

https://www.railpost.in/railways-to-replace-level-crossing-with-rob-and-rub/
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sometimes leads to accidents due to negligence. To reduce the number of
accidents and enhance safety is a primary concern of the railways. In the
Railway Budget 2016-17, „Mission Zero Accident‟ was one of the Missions
announced.3
Thus, the railways target to shut all level crossings and replace them with
RUB/ROB whichever is suitable. According to recently published
information, the Indian Railways has replaced a total of 2,834 level crossing
gates by ROB / RUBs between 01.04.2015 till 31.03.2020.4 (Annexure 1.3b).
It is important to mention here that the RUB is preferred in areas of lesser
traffic and is built at a lesser cost than a ROB which is preferred in areas of
heavy traffic and the cost of building a ROB is much more than that of a
RUB. With consultation of the state government, the PWD decides where
what is required.
To make railways efficient and safe the ministry is making continuous
efforts. The number of train accidents which were recorded to be as high as
235 in the year 2010-11 and 195 in the year 2016-17 has subsequently
dropped due to the determination of the railways and the railway accidents
to be nil in the financial year 2019-20.5
As per the Ministry of railways, this is a remarkable feat which has been
achieved for the first time in the year 2019-20 since the introduction of the
Railway System in India 166 years ago in the year 1853.6
It is also worth mentioning that during the covid-19 period Indian Railways
utilized the time and focused on several long-pending overdue maintenances
works as it was the ideal time for execution without hampering any train
services.
3

https://www.pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1606005
https://www.railpost.in/railways-to-replace-level-crossing-with-rob-and-rub/
5
https://www.pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1606005
6
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleaseIframePage.aspx?PRID=1604310
4
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1.2.5 CLASSIFICATION OF LEVEL CROSSING
A Level crossing is an intersection where the railway line crosses a road.
Level crossings are made to facilitate the smooth running of traffic in a
regulated manner. The classification of level crossing is based on the
volume of rail and road traffic. There is 4 classification of level crossing for
roads i.e. special class, A class, B class and C class for roads based upon the
size of Train Vehicle Unit TVU. Special class is for TVUs greater than
50,000, A class is for roads with TVUs from 50,000 up to 30,000, B class is
for TVUs less than 30,000 up to 25,000 and number of vehicles greater than
750 and lastly C class is comprised of all other level crossings for road, that
are not covered in rest of the categories. Mandi Gobindgarh (LC 151-C)
falls under C level of classification.
An inspectorial team from engineering, traffic, and S&T department carry
out a periodical census of traffic at all level crossing once in three years for
7 days and total Train Vehicle Units (TVU)/Day (Train vehicle units x road
vehicle units) are calculated. Train, road vehicle, bullock carts, and tongas
are considered as one unit. Cycle, rickshaw/auto-rickshaw are half unit
while motorized two-wheelers are considered as 0.25 unit.
1.2.6 COST OF CONSTRUCTION OF RAILWAY BRIDGE
As per the railway manual, the railway is responsible for the construction of
the over and under bridge properly across the tracks and the road authority
for the construction of approaches. Any extra amount incurred by any party
other than its due share of the total cost is reimbursed by the other party.
The cost of construction of a bridge that is required because of railway
necessities is borne by the railway, however, if the need arises because of
road traffic or other requirements of the railway authority then it is borne by
the authority including any extra cost due to additional width or length or
any future developments. If an existing busy level crossing that was
16
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originally provided at the cost of railways is to be replaced by a road over or
under the bridge the apportionment of the replacement cost is as follows:
The railway bears 50 percent of the total cost of the over or under-bridge
including approaches. The total cost is inclusive of the cost of diversion of
road, sewers, cables, gas and water mains, etc., but does not include the cost
of acquisition of any land and structures thereon required for approaches or
diversions. The road authority bears 50 percent of the total cost of over or
under-bridge including approaches, etc., as referred to above and the cost of
acquisition of any land required for approaches and diversions, and
structures thereon.
If there is any provision for an additional bridge structure that is required for
crossing additional railway tracks in the future, the cost of such addition is
borne by the railways along with all its approaches. There is a 50:50 share
basis between the railway and road authority for the cost of the extra length
of the bridge, provided the provision for extra tracks is already a sanctioned
scheme or included in the works programme.
Regarding the dimensions of any bridge width to be constructed necessary
details are mentioned in section 1816 (iii) and details regarding the cost of
this additional width is mentioned under 1816 (v) of the railway manual.
(Annexure 1.4)
A duly signed completion certificate giving the total cost of the work carried
by railway and the road authority, separately is also provided on the
completion of the work.
As per the information retrieved from the Administrator, Municipal Council,
Mandi Gobindgarh during the fieldwork it was found that the railway
portion of the project will be constructed or funded by the railway
department while the construction for other facilities like roads will be
funded by Municipal Council.
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1.2.7 CRITERIA FOR REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING LEVEL
CROSSINGS (OTHER THAN THOSE PROVIDED ON DEPOSIT
TERMS) WITH

ROAD OVER/UNDER BRIDGES

ON COST

SHARING BASIS
For a LC to be eligible for replacement with Road Over/Under Bridges on a
'Cost Sharing' basis minimum Train Vehicle Units (TVU) should be 1 lakh
per day. However, certain relaxations prevail. Some of them are mentioned
here. The railways give preference to suburban sections having a high
frequency of train services and near stations where detentions to road traffic
are very high. Also to the Level Crossings located on trunk routes vis-à-vis
those located on branch lines.
The ROB/RUB are constructed in replacement of busy level crossings in
case where LC are situated in Municipal Council/ Metropolitan areas. It can
also be done where vehicular traffic is considerable and where the railways
are satisfied that closure of the level crossings would cause hardship,
additional provisions may be made for construction of the subway or a light
over bridge with ramps for the use of light vehicular traffic at the time of
framing the proposal for the construction of Road Over/Under Bridges.
The proposals for providing the ramps/sub-way has to be critically seen and
should be provided for, only in the case of genuine hardships and not as a
matter of course. The cost of these ramps/subway will be shared equally
with the sponsoring authority on a 50:50 basis. It also clearly mentions that
the closure of the level crossings should be ensured before commissioning
of the Road Over/Under Bridges.
In certain cases, the railways may, on request of concerned road authorities,
consider sharing the cost of constructing new FOUR lane Road Over Bridge
in place of level crossings having minimum TVU of 3 Lakhs per day
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comprising not less than 6000 Road vehicle units. The cost-sharing of four
lane road over bridge should be resorted to only if the concerned road
authorities have converted the approach road into four-lane or are
simultaneously doing four laning of approach portion.
1.2.8 EXAMINING THE CURRENT ALTERNATIVES
It is an undeniable fact that because of the absence of ROB, people living in
the town face several problems. However, an alternative to the persistent
problems of the people living in the area does exist.
Nasrali underpass (Figure 1.6) is the underpass that serves as an alternate
option to the people of Mandi Gobindgarh. From railway crossing main
Mandi side to RUB at Pratap Mill side the underpass is at a distance of 1.6
Km. and it takes approximately 15 minutes to reach there. Similarly, the
time and distance to Nasrali underpass to railway crossing from Guru Ki
Nagri side is 1.4 Km. approximately and 12 minutes, respectively. The time
and distance may vary a little bit as was noted by the SIA team from the
vehicle travelled.
The SIA team also took measurements of the bridge from both sides.
(Figure 1.7). From Pratap Mill side the height of the underpass is 11‟5” and
width measures to be 21‟7”. At Grain Mandi side from the ground to inside
roof of the rail underpass opening of RUB the width is 20‟9” while the
height is same.
However, the underpass is located at such a steep height that it is often filled
with rainwater and is blocked during rainy season. So much so a warning
board is installed on both sides of the underpass, warning residents to not
use the underpass during rainy seasons. Also, the residents complained that
the underpass is not wide enough to accommodate a lot of vehicles and thus
many times it gets congested with traffic, therefore is not a sufficient
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alternative and thus the road over bridge remains a crucial necessity in the
area. (Figure 1.8)

Figure 1.6: Few images of Nasrali underpass.
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Figure 1.7: SIA teammember taking measurements of Underpass
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Figure 1.8: Warning boards on both sides of the bridge
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research methodology is the technique adopted by researchers to
investigate or understand any specific phenomena or subject in a very
systematic way. It provides a logical and rational explanation of the
information and process with respect to the research aim and objectives.
Social Impact assessment examines current or completed projects to identify
and measure the impacts they actually are producing or have produced. It is,
in fact, the study of ongoing social change processes.
The present SIA was conducted in Sub-Tehsil Mandi Gobindgarh of District
Fatehgarh Sahib, Punjab to assess social impact with respect to the proposed
land acquisition. The SIA team assessed the information on the social,
cultural, economic and health aspects and on the impacts of these
development activities which influence the living conditions of the affected
people with a focus on understanding the social dynamics both directly and
indirectly. Mixed method approach was used to assess both qualitative and
quantitative data during the Social Impact Assessment study. The steps
followed in the social impact assessment are as follows:
2.1 SCREENING OF THE PROPOSED AREA AND AFFECTED
POPULATION
The SIA study began with screening after identification of the impact area
and the data provided by the management authorities. Screening is
undertaken at the very beginning stage of project development. The purpose
of screening is to screen out “no significant impacts” from those with
significant impacts and get a broad picture of the nature, scale and
magnitude of the issues. For this purpose, the SIA team visited the proposed
ROB project site on 9th October, 2020 with the SIA project consultant,
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SDM, Amloh and Administrator, Municipal Council, Sub-tehsil Mandi
Gobindgarh and PWD engineer of the project. This was done to take a
preliminary view of the proposed site and to inform and identify the project
affected people.
2.2 SIA TEAM COMPOSITION
The list of the SIA team members are as follows;
S. No. SIA Team

Gender Designation

1

Dr. Sanjeev Puri

Male

Professor and Honorary Director, CIIPP,
Panjab University, Chandigarh

2

Dr. Abhik Ghosh

Male

Professor and Chairperson, Coordinator
SIA project, Department of
Anthropology, Panjab University,
Chandigarh

3.

Dr. A. K. Sinha

Male

Professor and Principal Consultant SIA
project, Department of Anthropology,
Panjab University, Chandigarh

4.

Dr. Rajnish Kumar Singh

Male

Research Associate
(M.Sc.,Ph.D.)

5.

Ms. Nutan Kumari Jha

Female Research Investigator
(M.Sc., MPhil., and Ph.D Research
Scholar)

6

Ms. Tanya Vats

Female Research Investigator
(M.Sc., and Ph.D Research Scholar)

7

Ms. Jasmeen Kaur Kang

Female Research Investigator
(M.Sc.)

8

Ms. Guneet Kaur Kalsi

Female Research Investigator
(M.Sc.)

2.3 PILOT SURVEY AND SCOPING
During this phase, the project affected area was visited by the SIA team
members to have an overview of the total area, project affected people,
proposed ROB acquisition pattern, land mapping, identify key stakeholders,
etc.
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2.4 PREPARATION OF SIA INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
After collecting preliminary information with respect to proposed
acquisition and ROB project, an interview schedule was designed in
accordance with the objectives of the SIA project. While preparing the SIA
interview schedule, all the parameters and key impact areas were included
as mentioned in the „The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in
Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement (RFCTLARR) Act 2013‟
and on the basis of information collected on pilot survey. Two types of
interview schedules were prepared one to assess details of the overall town
(not limited to the land proposed to be acquired) from key stakeholders and
other schedule was prepared to assess the impact of ROB project (limited to
the proposed land acquisition) from the project affected people and their
families. Both the SIA interview schedules were semi-structured in nature.
The interview schedule for project affected people (Annexure 2.1) covers
the information on the following variables and parameters with respect to
proposed ROB project.
2.4.1 SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL PARAMETERS
1.

Socio-demographic details of the people in project area

2.

Identification of socio-economic levels

3.

Identification of vulnerable groups

4.

Family and kinship pattern

5.

Migration history

6.

Status and role of women in the society

7.

Social and cultural organization

8.

Local governance

9.

Livelihood and local economic activities

10. Factors contributing to local livelihood
11. Quality of the living environment
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2.4.2 AFFECTED LAND ASSESSMENT
1.

Land size

2.

Type/ nature of land

3.

Ownership patterns and change in ownership (within 3 years)

4.

Use of land and change in use (within 3 years)

5.

Inventories or assets on land

2.4.3 KEY IMPACT AREAS
1.

Impacts on land, livelihood and income

2.

Impacts on private assets, public services and utilities

3.

Impacts on health including mental health

4.

Impacts on social cohesion and culture

5.

Impacts at different phase of ROB project cycle
a. Pre-construction phase
c. Operation phase

b. Construction phase
d. De-commissioning phase

2.4.4 ATTITUDE AND OPINION ABOUT THE ROB PROJECT
This section covered people‟s opinion and attitude towards the proposed
ROB project like its necessity, advantages or disadvantages including public
purpose.
2.4.5

OPINION

REGARDING

COMPENSATION

AND

REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT (R & R) POLICY
This section includes people‟s opinion, issues and demand regarding
compensation, „R & R‟ options and awareness about the concern authorities.
The SIA team had also made a separate schedule for town profile (Annexure
2.2) including geography and demography. This proforma had questions
which are helpful in identifying key economic activities and resources in the
region with the focus on activities that are dependent on the local resource
base.
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2.5 SAMPLE SIZE AND SAMPLING METHOD
Under ROB project there are total 16 land/properties proposed for
acquisition, of which total 41 people (landowners including shareholders/
partners) and their families will be directly affected. The SIA study was
conducted on all the project affected families (PAF) who were identified as
per the records provided by Municipal Council. However, some of the
families were residing out of Punjab state, they authorized their working
partners (Annexure 2.3) to share all the relevant information with SIA team.
It was also found that one respondent was suffering from COVID-19 hence
her husband gave interview on her behalf. Therefore, total 33 respondents
were interviewed during the study.
Among these landowners a total of 11 women respondents from the affected
families were also interviewed regarding status and role of women and their
opinion on the present acquisition and impact of ROB project. The people
who are going to be affected indirectly near the proposed ROB site (shop
owners and people residing near project site but not falling in the proposed
acquisition) were also interviewed for their opinion on ROB project,
identified using random sampling method. Other key informants and
persons with information (for collection of other important data regarding
the ROB project and affected area) were identified using snowball sampling
method.
2.6 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Data were collected from both primary and secondary data sources.
Secondary data like historical backgrounds and socio-demographic profile
of Mandi Gobindgarh area, details about ROB project including its
notification, map, and historical development, etc. and other relevant
information about the affected area was collected from sources like
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Municipal Council office (Sub-Tehsil Mandi Gobindgarh), PWD Engineers
and railways department, official reports and Census records. Relevant
information from other data sources and internet were also explored. The
details regarding the land to be acquired for ROB project were taken from
Patwari and Municipal Council office. District Gazetteers have also been
explored. Some data were also collected through official administrative and
personal records to identify the impact of the land acquisition.
Role of media including print and electronic media was really helpful in
tracking the notices and information published in the newspapers. Articles
from the newspapers have been tracked and printed to get the overview of
the past and present situations of the status of the proposed ROB project.
Online information on the internet was also noted and added.
For primary data collection, an interview schedule for project affected
people was administered to assess all relevant parameters through
respondents. Primary data were also collected to understand the sociodemographic profile of the villages and the land under the influence of the
project, mainly through key informants and local stakeholders during the
field visits. The following methods were used for the data collection:
2.6.1 AREA AND HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
Area survey was done by the identification of the directly and indirectly
affected people and area, identification of the existing issues regarding ROB
and affected areas, identification of assets and availability of the public
service facilities, tourists/historical places, market, etc. and public issues
regarding proposed ROB project. Household survey was conducted on the
project affected people (directly or indirectly) to assess relevant information
through interview schedule.
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2.6.2 IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
During the household survey of project affected people their in-depth
interviews (figure. 2.1 A, B, C and D) were taken with the help of SIA
interview schedule which covered an array of all necessary parameters.
Women belonging to project affected families were also interviewed (figure.
2.2 A, B, and C) regarding their opinion on ROB, and status and role of
women in their family and society. In addition, key informant interviews
were conducted to get a holistic view of the significance of the ROB project
and land acquisition. These in-depth interviews helped to understand the
relations of the community with their land and other shareholders. All the
interviews were conducted with prior informed consents of the respondents
and according to their convenience with respect to time and place.
2.6.3 USE OF NARRATIVES
Narratives can reveal the actual experience of the project affected persons.
The facts they narrate and the expression of the situations can boost up the
collected data and information. During the in-depth interviews all narratives
as well as information shared by respondents were noted and recorded
through videography. These narratives helped the team to have in-depth
insights and better understanding of the present situation regarding ROB.
2.6.4 CASE STUDY
Case studies related to the proposed ROB project impacts and their
livelihood dependence on the proposed land to be acquired has been done
by the SIA team. Understanding the issues and priorities of the people can
be accomplished through case studies highlighting the relevance of the
proposed ROB project
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A

B

C

D

Figure 2.1: (A,B,C,D) SIA team members conducting In-depth Interviews of Project
Affected People.
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Figure 2.2: (A, B and C) SIA team members conducting interviews of women in
Project Affected Area
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2.6.5 OBSERVATION METHOD
Observation is a qualitative research technique of data collection, it helps
the researcher to gather more reliable insights on hidden facts. Observation
method was used by SIA team while conducting the fieldwork with project
affected families. To collect information on impacts and issues regarding
ROB, its necessity land acquisition, etc. in the project affected area
observation method was very helpful. The team members also engaged with
them to find out their responses, meanings and explanations of the events
and experiences related to the land. Using this method was helpful in cross
checking the responses, facts and issues and in exploring other hidden facts
with maximum validity and reliability. Several other facts like size and type
of land or any structure on project affected area, inventory loss, current use
of affected area, livestock, plantation, and issues due to railway crossings,
etc. were also validated through observation.
2.6.6 FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS (FGDs)
FGDs are important for designing the project for assessing views of the
project affected persons, their comprehensions about the projects,
programmes to be undertaken for intervention models and for assessing
responses to recommended innovations. The present SIA investigation also
includes FGDs focusing on the themes of impacts of the ROB project,
existing issues regarding land acquisition and the conflict regarding the
compensation and R & R policy. Focus group discussion were conducted in
a group of 3-5 people (land owners/shareholders) from the affected area
(Picture 2.3 A, B and C). There was one moderator or facilitator from SIA
team who initiated and managed the whole group discussion without
influencing and disturbing the natural flow of the group discussion. The
FGDs were recorded by videography and all issues discussed by people
were noted by other SIA team members. The FGDs was conducted after
prior consent and as per the convenience of all the respondents.
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A

B

C

Figure 2.3: (A, B, C) SIA team conducting Focus Group Discussion with project
Affected People
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2.6.7 PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY
All physical evidences regarding ROB project, land acquisition, railway
crossing, public service facilities, religious/historical places, etc. were
captured through photos. The videography of each interviews, FGDs,
proposed ROB construction sites (from start to end), each affected property,
market, public service facilities available and tourist places in the project
affected area were recorded.
2.7 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE COLLECTED
INFORMATION AND DATA
The information collected through all the sources were analyzed by both
qualitatively as well as quantitatively by the SIA team members as per the
nature and purpose of the information collected. The qualitative data
analysis was done using methods like- case study, thematic analysis, and
impact assessment etc., on the basis of information collected from the
narratives of project affected people during in-depth interviews and FGDs
along with observation by SIA team.
For quantitative data analysis, the data were entered, filtered and coded in
the Microsoft Excel and analyzed in the SPSS 20.0 statistical software. The
analyzed data were then depicted and represented in the form of tables and
graphs (pie chart) as per requirement for further discussion and evaluation.
2.8 REPORT WRITING
On the basis of information collected, analyzed and evaluated using
appropriate methodologies the SIA report is prepared. The report is divided
into eight chapters. All necessary recommendations are included as well.
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2.9 LIMITATION AND CHALLENGES DURING SIA FIELD WORK


In order to collect relevant information rapport establishment and
gaining confidence of project affected families was necessary and was a
challenging task for the SIA team.



The correct information regarding the land size to be acquired were not
available from the records.



During the interview the respondents did not answer to some questions
even for the same sections in which they replied other questions.



People were trying to influence each other during the interviews, which
was managed by requesting them again and again to ensure privacy of
the respondent.



It was also noted during the SIA fieldwork that some respondents
frequently

presented

different

opinions

regarding

amount

of

compensation, and rehabilitation and resettlement scheme.


Female respondents were initially very much hesitant and scared to
provide information during interviews and many times were interrupted
by their relatives.



It was a very challenging responsibility to keep the SIA team and all
respondents safe from the COVID-19 infections by following
recommended instructions of hygiene and social distancing.
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CHAPTER 3
LAND ASSESSMENT (PROJECT AFFECTED AREA)

Land acquisition affects not only health and mental being of the project
affected families (PAFs) but also causes loss of land, household, and other
structures of area. These issues in turn affect the overall health of project
affected families due to loss of interpersonal and community relations. In
this chapter, all structures, buildings, and usage of affected land will be
discussed in detail.
3.1 AFFECTED LAND
The proposed acquisition for this project would entail 10 bigha 14 biswa 8
biswasi (approximately). The ROB will start from the Modi Mill and will
end at the Raj Steel Rolling Mill. Land under acquisition is the land that the
government has proposed to take for the project.
Table 3.1 shows the list of these project affected people as provided to the
SIA team by the Patwari. This table also describes the type of property that
is affected including the size of affected area for each property holder. The
land unit described in the table is in the order of bigha, biswa and biswasi.
This is to be noted that the table 3.1 was originally in Punjabi and later
translated to English by the SIA team.
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Table 3.1: Project affected people/area
S.no. Owners Name

Type of land

Affected area

1

Raj steel rolling mill

Mill

0-1-8

2

Kamal steel rolling mill

Mill

0-1-19

3

Prem khalsa Iron And Steel Rolling Mill

Mill

0-2-17

4

Hardev Singh

House

0-7-16

5

Ajmer Singh

House

0-8-11

House

0-14-7

House

1-4-8

Late Inderjeet Kaur
Jaswinder Singh
Ajit Kaur
6

Taranjit Singh
Manjeet Singh
Bhupinder Singh
Satwant kaur
Gagandeep Kaur

7

Hardev Singh
Jasdev Singh

8

Pankaj Goyal

Plot

0-9-14

9

Vijay Iron And Steel Mill

Mill

1-2-5

10

Suraj Ispat Udyog

Plot

1-6-12

11

Hero Transport Company

Plot

0-2-12

12

Panesar Mill

Plot

1-18-0

13

Rana Azad

1-18-9

14

Hardev Singh

Godown and
quarters
Godown

15

Total

0-15-10
10-14-8

Source: Patwari of the area. It was translated from Punjabi to English.

Table 3.1 give an overview about the name of owners, type of land and the
information about the proposed area for acquisition.
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3.2 ASSESMENT OF AFFECTED LAND
Table 3.2 describes detailed list of project affected people. The data in the
table is based on the information provided by the respondents to the SIA
team. It describes the individual area of each shareholder that is proposed to
be acquired for the ROB project.
The table gives information about the name and number of shareholders of
particular property; type and nature of land; use of the affected land, the
total area they own and the share of affected area in their property.
Shareholders denoted the number of individuals who were legal owners of
the land. In project affected area, the land was either owned by an individual
or in most of the cases it was shared with other shareholders.
Type and nature of land provides information about the use of land whether
the land is commercial, residential or agricultural.
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Table 3.2 Project affected people and their property details.
S.No.

Project Affected People / Area (including Shareholders)

Total area as
informed by PAP
(in Bigha-BiswaBiswasi)

Affected area
as informed by
PAP (in BighaBiswa-Biswasi)

Mill (working
Condition)

39.7 acre

1 biswa 8
biswasi

Industrial

Mill

5 bighe

15 biswe

2

Industrial

Mill partially
(working Condition)

3 Bigha, 18 Biswa

2 Biswa, 1
Biswasi

3

Residential

House

21 biswa 9
biswasi

8 biswa 11
biswasi

Residentia,l +
commercial

House, factory and
workshop

64 biswa

17biswa 5
biswasi

Residential

House (Not in Use)

Store

Godown

18 biswa
15biswa 10
biswasi

Residential

House

8 biswa
15biswa 10
biswasi
18biswa
5biswasi

Total no. of
Owner/
Shareholder (s)

Type of land to
be acquire as
per record

Project affected
Land/Property

Industrial

3

Raj Steel Rolling Mill

1

Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
(Residing in Delhi)

Mr. Ramesh Bardeja
Mr. Raj Bardeja
Mr. Parikshit Bardeja
Mr. Prateek Bardeja
Mr. Uvraj Bardeja
Mr. Vinod Kumar

5

3

Working partners
Kamal Steel Rolling mill
2

3

4

5

6
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Mr. Harjinder Singh
Mr. Ranjit Singh
Mrs. Mandeep Kaur
Prem Khalsa Iron and Steel Rolling Mill
Mr. Sanjay Gupta
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Ajay Gupta
Mr. Ajmer Singh
Late Mrs. Inderjeet Kaur
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Jaswinder Singh
Mrs. Ajit Kaur
Mr. Taranjit Singh
Mr. Manjeet Singh
Land/Property
Mr. Bhupinder Singh
Owners/Shareholders
Mrs. Satwant kaur
Mrs. Gagandeep Kaur
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders

Land/Property Owner

Mr. Hardev Singh

5

1
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S.No.
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

Project Affected People / Area (including Shareholders)
Mr. Jasdev Singh
Land/Property Owner
Mr. Pankaj Goyal
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Ajay Goyal
Vijay Iron and Steel Rolling Mill
Mr. Kulbir Singh
Land/Property Owner
Suraj Ispat Udyog
Mrs. Seema Verma
Land/Property
Mrs. Richa Goyal
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Manir Gupta
Hero Transport Company
Mrs. Surinder Kaur
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
Mrs. Chandar Bala
Panesar Mill
Mr. Prem Chand
Mr. Sawarn Singh
Mr. Shiv Dayal Singh
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Jagarnath Deepak
Mr. Ranbir Singh
Mr. Reetpal Singh
Mr. Rana Azad
Mr. Raj Bahaudar
Land/Property
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Rajnish Dheer
Mr. Devinder Singh
Mr. Raj Bahaudar
Land/Property
Mr. Rajnish Dheer
Owners/Shareholders
Mr. Devinder Singh

House (Partially)

Total area as
informed by PAP
(in Bigha-BiswaBiswasi)
13 Biswa

Affected area
as informed by
PAP (in BighaBiswa-Biswasi)
6 Biswa

Land

Plot

71biswa

20 biswa

1

Industrial

Mill (Not working)

97biswe

30biswe

3

Land

Plot

97biswe

30 biswa

2

Land

Plot

3 bigha 12 biswasi

3 biswa 2
biswasi

6

Residential +
Plot

Residence and Barren
land

18bighe 5 biswe

2 bighe 3 biswe

4

Land +
commercial

Plot and shops

27 biswa 4
biswasi

21 Biswa

3

Land +
commercial

Offices

5biswa 17 biswasi

4 biswa

Total no. of
Owner/
Shareholder (s)

Type of land to
be acquire as
per record

Project affected
Land/Property

1

Residential

2

Source: Field survey
*Check Annexure 3.1 for the conversion table of land unit.
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3.2.1 TYPE OF AFFECTED PROPERTY, ITS USE AND CONCERNS
OF LANDOWNERS
The land under acquisition is either residential or industrial. It was found
that residential (S.Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 12) area of some people have been
proposed for acquisition, many of them informed that they are living in this
particular area since a long time, and so they have a sentimental junction
towards the land. Also, few of them have an alternative land to build new
house while others do not.
So, it would become very difficult to construct a new house, as in the past,
raw material was not costly, but today building a new house would require a
huge sum of money. Therefore, acquisition of this land will adversely affect
the livelihood of project affected families.
Rest is, industrial land, on which these residents have working mills (S.Nos. 1,
2, 3), workshops (S.No.5), offices (S.No.14), which fall under proposed
acquisition. This acquisition will affect the source of income of the project
affected families. They would have to shift to a new place, and shifting
expenses will be huge. In some cases, machinery is underground for which
they would suffer a huge loss too.
There were some people whose plots (S.No. 13, 10, 11, 8) are proposed for
acquisition. These people have specifically informed that they had business
plans but after the proposed acquisition they would have to find a new
alternative.
Another major issue reported by shareholders was partial acquisition of their
land. They highlighted that if the proposed project takes a major part of
someone’s land leaving behind small portion of land, the left over share of
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land would be useless to the landowner and is considered a waste. In some
cases ROB is passing in such a way that part of land is left on either sides.
They would neither be able to use it for any purpose and nor sell it. It was a
major concern for most of the landowners.
One of the above mentioned properties have “Peer Sthan” (S. No. 11).
constructed on the affected property but because the land is being acquired
in such a way (partially) that it is not under proposed acquisition. The Peer
Sthan holds significant religious value for the landowner and thus this
acquisition will disturb the structure of the property.
It was noted that no health care centres, educational institutions, or public
service facility falls under the proposed acquisition. No agricultural land lies
in the project affected area.
It was also informed by Mr. Taranjit Singh that the details of area proposed
to be acquired as per the list provided by Patwari were not correctly
mentioned. According to him in the list the area to be acquired is 0-14-7 but
actual area proposed for acquisition is 0-17-5. During the public hearing
meeting a few more people approached the SIA team regarding the
discrepancy in details mentioned in the land record which were provided to
the SIA team by Patwari. This is also a major concern which needs urgent
attention of the authorities.
3.2.2 OWNERSHIP STATUS
Table 3.3 gives information about the ownership status, customary rights.
According to Thompson, customary rights refer to established, traditional
patterns of norms that can be observed within a particular socio cultural
setting1.
1

http://www.ejolt.org/2012/12/customary-rights-and-legal-pluralism/
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Table 3.3: Ownership status of affected people
Ownership status
Affected
structure/property

Affected plot

Frequency

Percentage

18

69.2%

Title holder and purchased

8

30.8%

TOTAL

26

100%

Title holder and customary right

0

Title holder and purchased

7

TOTAL

7

GRAND TOTAL

33

Title holder and customary right

100%

Source: Field Survey

Table 3.3 shows that among the affected structures/property 69.2% had
customary right and 30.8% have purchased their property. It was also seen
that in affected plot category there are 7 individuals and all have purchased
their plot.
3.2.3 CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP (IN PAST 3 YEARS)
In some cases, it was seen that there was a change in ownership status of the
affected property as informed to the SIA team by the landowners
themselves. Mrs. Richa Goyal, Mr. Manir Gupta and Mr. Raman Verma
(on behalf of Mrs. Seema Verma) informed about their plot which falls
under the proposed acquisition was purchased by them very recently
(approximately 9-10 months ago).
Also the plot of Mr. Pankaj Goyal that has been proposed of acquisition that
was earlier in his daughter’s name which was later transferred on his name.
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3.3 MAPPING
Figure 3.1 shows the map with the Khasra number of acquired land and
how the ROB is going to pass from the railway line to the end point.

Figure 3.1: Proposed to be acquired land with their respective Khasra number.
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Table 3.4
LAND TO BE ACQUIRED
KHASRA NO.

AREA ACQUIRED

267/104/2

0-0-19

307/268/104/2

1-17-1

105/2

1-0-10

106/2

1-13-9

107/1

0-2-12

334/100/1

0-7-10

333/100/2

0-19-2

328/97/1

0-4-8

330/99/2

0-17-10

331/99/1

0-0-18

332/99/1

0-4-8

327/96/2

0-19-16

327/96/4

0-1-0

326/96/1

0-0-6

326/96/2

0-3-6

262/95

0-5-0

263/95/2

0-4-15

329/97/1

0-4-15

264/95/1

0-1-2

264/95/2

0-3-10

600/264/95/1

0-7-16

599/264/95/1

0-8-11

435/86/1

0-0-7

436/86/1

0-1-1

128/1

0-2-5

311/283/127/1

0-0-12

441/129/1

0-1-19

TOTAL

10-14-18

Source: Patwari (Mandi Gobindgarh, it was translated from Punjabi and English

Table 3.4 represents the land to be acquired according to its respective
Khasra number, the Khasra numbers are also represented in the map. For the
name of the landowners, please see Annexure 3.2
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3.4 MAPS PROVIDED BY PROJECT AFFECTED PEOPLE OF THE
PROPOSED TO BE ACQUIRED LAND

Figure 3.2: Raj Steel Mill

This map (Figure 3.2) was provided by the working partner of Raj Steel Mill
(Mr. Vinod Ghera), the area marked with red line is proposed for acquisition.

Figure 3.3: Prem Khalsa Mill

This map (Figure 3.3) was provided by the shareholder of Prem Khalsa Mill
(Mr. Ajay Gupta), affected area is marked with red line.
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Figure 3.4: House No. 37 sector, 9b, Guru Ki Nagri

This map (Figure 3.4) was provided by shareholder (Mr. Taranjit Singh) and
marked area is under acquisition.

Figure 3.5 House No. 38, 9b
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Figure 3.6 House No. 4, 9b
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Figure 3.7: House No. 36, 9b, Guru Ki Nagri

The maps in figure 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 are provided by owner Mr. Hardev Singh,
his three properties are proposed for acquisition, two are partially affected
and one is fully affected.

.
Figure 3.8: House No.39, Sector 9b, Guru Ki Nagri

This map (Figure 3.8) is given by shareholder (Mr. Ajmer Singh) and the
area marked with red line is proposed for acqusition.
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Figure 3.9: Vijay iron and steel rolling mill

This map (Figure 3.9) is provided by owner of Vijay Iron and Steel Rolling
Mill (Mr. Kulbir Singh), the affected area is marked.

Figure 3.10: Office and plot

This map (Figure 3.10) was provided by Mr. Rana Azad in which they are 4
shareholders including him, shaded area is unaffected area and the rest is the
area affected by the proposed acquistion.
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Figure 3.11: Offices

This map (Figure 3.11) was provided by Mr. Rana Azad in which there are
3 shareholders Mr. Raj Bhadur, Mr.Devinder Singh, Mr.Rajnish Dhir.
Shaded area in yellow is unaffected and the rest is the area affected by the
proposed acquistion.

Fig 3.12 Plot
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This map (Figure 3.12) was provided by Mr. Rana Azad, but this area
belong to Mrs. Surinder Kaur and Mrs. Chander Bala. Shaded area is
unaffected and the rest is the area affected by the proposed acquistion.

Figure 3.13: House No. 25, 9b, Guru Ki Nagri
This map (Figure 3.13) was provided by Mrs. Sunita Panesar, which shows
how the ROB passses through their property.
3.5 LAND PRICES
Table 3.5 shows the land prices from the year 2015-2018 in Mandi
Gobindgarh. The land prices are mentioned in three categories, i.e.
commercial, industrial and residential. These were obtained from the
Patwari of the area, during the SIA fieldwork.
Table 3.5: Land prices in the area.
Year

Collector rate

2015 to 2018

Commercial – 5700Rs. Per yard
Industry- 1009Rs per yard (48,45,000 Rs per Acre)
Resdential- 2760Rs per yard

Source: Patwari (Mandi Gobindgarh) (Annexure 3.3)
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3.6 PHOTOS OF AFFECTED PROPERTIES

Figure 3.14: Raj Steel Rolling mill

Figure 3.15: Affected area of S.No. 2

Figure 3.16: Prem Khalsa Mill
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Figure 3.17: Affected area of S.No 4.

Figure 3.18: Affected area of S.No. 5

Figure 3.19: Affected area of S.No.6
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Figure 3.20: Affected area of S.No.7

Figure 3.21: Affected area of S.No. 8

Figure 3.22: Affected area of S.No. 9
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Figure 3.23: Affected area of S.No.10

Figure 3.24: Affected area of S.No.13
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CHAPTER 4
ESTIMATION AND ENUMERATION OF THE AFFECTED
FAMILIES AND THEIR ASSETS
Public infrastructure projects or public works undertaken by the government
often requires acquiring of land of the people. Public infrastructure projects
like transportation, environmental projects, sanitation, water supply, etc.
have general public utilities at the users’ end. These public works are
development works undertaken to benefit larger population but for some it
leads to loss of private properties and livelihood sources.
The inventory losses are the losses to the real property values to the owners,
residents, environment and the economy as a whole. The inventory loss
might lead to displacement and rehabilitation when the residence, land and
other constructions have to be abandoned by the owner due to a
development project.
Development project induce population displacement which leads to socioeconomic and cultural displacement for the affected people. Property
development project, like housing estate or city, has provisions for the right
of possession, use, disposal, as well as are capable of increasing property
value. But, sometimes the cost invested in the construction do not equate
with the compensation received. The development projects have their own
rules and regulations which are difficult and complex for the affected people
to understand.
Hence, the compensation of losses due to the project takes time and the
duration of gap of handing over land and receiving compensation, imposes
financial instability on the affected people.
This chapter evaluates and enumerates the inventory losses of the affected
people in the Mandi Gobindgarh area due to proposed ROB project, and the
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direct and indirect impacts the project will have on the families and the
working class in the affected area.
4.1 DIRECTLY AFFECTED FAMILIES DUE TO PROPOSED
ACQUISITION
The proposed ROB project will impact the shareholders and property
owners directly in the form of loss of residences, working industries, nonworking industries, working/ non-working shops and offices. The project
affected people who owns houses and are currently living in them will be
affected immensely as they have been living in those house for many years,
and they have got sentiment attached to them along with household assets
built by their parents and grandparents. The loss of these houses, though
partial, will lead to displacement and relocation of these owners along with
their family members, which will require additional expenditure. The
acquisition of working factories will have direct and indirect impact on the
family members and their employees.
The working factory even if partially affected by the proposed ROB will
affect the whole working network of machineries and offices on them. The
steel and iron factories have underground setup and which when acquired
will lead to disruption of the whole factory and lead to huge financial loss.
The non-functional factories and workshop will not only be hampered by
the acquisition but also their structure will be disturbed along with the
machineries which will have to be transported and reinstalled in other
locations which will be an additional financial burden on the owner. The
shops and offices which are not in use currently will lose concrete structure
and other facilities built on them. Some of the property owners will lose
more than one type of property and will have additional impact on the
family.
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4.1.1 INVENTORY OF PRODUCTIVE ASSETS AND SIGNIFICANT
LAND
The inventory loss of productive assets and significant land due to proposed
ROB project are houses, factories, workshops, offices, and godowns. The
representation of the affected properties is given in Graph 4.1.
There are a total of 16 properties affected by the proposed ROB project. Out
of all the affected properties 25% are only houses, 25% are factories/ mills
(including land plot), 19% are empty plots of land without any structure
built on it, 12% are houses along with factories/ offices, and the rest 19%
are affected land plots along with shops/offices/godown as the affected
properties due to the proposed project.

Graph 4.1: Type of losses due to proposed acquisition.
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Out of the affected factories, only 3 are in functioning state and rest are not
in working state. The owners who had to shut their factories reported that
they had to stop work due to the announcement of the proposed ROB
project and only one factory claimed non-functionality due to family
disputes.

A

B
Figure 4.1 (A) Prem Khalsa Mill an affected working factory; (B) Prem Khalsa
Mill’s working staff (indirectly affected people).
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4.1.2 DIRECT DEPENDENTS ON PROJECT AFFECTED PEOPLE
The families of the project affected people are directly dependent and affected
by the proposed project. The intensity of the impact depends on the size of the
family and the shareholders, and their families and on the loss they are
incurring. It is important to note the number of families to be affected by the
project along with the members directly dependent on the property to assess
livelihood loss, and the impact the loss will have on the family members.
Among the family members who were directly dependent on the property
proposed to be acquired, 150 members are directly affected excluding 8
families whose number of members in the family could not be ascertained. In
these 150 family members (excluding 8 families of one property holder), the
number of dependents included 15 elderly people, 54 female members, 34
children, and 1 widow who lost her husband due to an illness a year ago.
Another woman who is a shareholder of a property in Guru Ki Nagri informed
that she had moved in with her son in law and daughter and now lives in
Mohali. All this information is reported in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1(A).
4.2 INDIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE PROPOSED ROB PROJECT
The indirectly affected people due to the proposed projects are the ones who
do not have ownership in the affected property but have temporarily or
permanently involved as working staffs and laborers.
4.2.1 INDIRECTLY DEPENDENT ON THE PROJECT AFFECTED
AREA (PROPERTY/LAND TO BE ACQUIRED)
The working members under the project affected area employed in the
factories, shops, and workshops are the people who will be indirectly
influenced by the proposed project. These people will lose their livelihood
as their owners will have to either shut down or shift their factories/
workshop (Figure 4.1(B)).
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Table 4.1: Details of dependent members affected directly by the proposed project
Sl. No.

Name of property/Land proposed for
acquisition

1

Raj Steel Rolling Mill

2

Kamal Iron and Steel Rolling Mill
Prem Khalsa Iron and Steel Rolling
Mill

3

No. of Landowners/
Shareholders

No. and type of Affected
Property

Total Family
Dependents

5 Land owners and 3
Working partner
3

1 factory (functional)

8 families

0

0

0

0

1 factory (non-functional)

14

1

5

3

0

2

1 factory (functional)

9

0

3

1

0

5

1

2

0

0

9

0

2

3

0

17

3

6

3

0

4

Hardev Singh

1

5

Ajmer singh

3

6

Taranjit Singh

5

2 House and
1 godown with Land Plot
1 House
1 House, workshop, factory
(functional)

8

C/o Jasdev Singh, H.No. 35, Sector9B, Guru Ki Nagri, Residence
Tile factory C/o Pankaj Goyal

9

Vijay Iron and Steel Rolling Mills

1

10
11

Suraj Ispat Udyog
Hero transport

3
2

12

Panesar Mill

6

13
14

C/o Rana Azad
C/o Devinder Singh

4
3

1 Land/Plot
1 factory
(non-functional)
1 Land Plot
1 Land Plot
1 House and factory
(non-functional)
1 Land Plot and Shops
1 Land Plot and Shops, office

Total

44*

16

7

Vulnerability in the family
Elderly Female Children
Others

1

1 house

4

0

3

0

0

2

19

2

10

4

0

11

2

4

4

1

7
9

0
1

3
3

1
2

18

3

5

3

14
14
150 and 8
families

1
1

4
4

5
5

0
0
1 (woman
headed)
0
0

15

54

34

1

Source: Field Survey
* The actual number of total landowners/ shareholders are 41, however, the above Table 4.1 represents the total landowners/ shareholders in the

affected properties which include some common shareholders in more than one properties (as in serial number 13 and 14).
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A

B
Figure 4.2 (A) Affected workshop of Mr. Hardev Singh who also have affected
house; (B) Affected workshop of Mr. Taranjit Singh who also have affected house.
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A

B
Figure 4.3 (A) Affected house of Mr. Jasdev Singh; (B) Affected factory (nonfunctional) of Mr. Kulbir Singh.
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Table 4.2: Details of the dependent members affected indirectly by the proposed project
Sl. No.
1
2
3

Name of property/Land
proposed for acquisition
Raj Steel Rolling Mill

No. of Landowners/
Shareholders
5 Land owners and 3
Working partners
3
2

No. and type of Affected
Property
1 factory (functional)

Tenants
0

1 factory (non-functional)
1 factory (functional)

0
0

0
8

0
56

1

2 House and
1 godown with Land Plot
1 House
1 House, workshop, factory
(functional)
1 house

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
26

4

0

2

1 Land/Plot
1 factory (non-functional)
1 Land Plot
1 Land Plot
1 House and factory
(non-functional)
1 Land Plot and Shops
1 Land Plot and Shops,
office
16

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

25
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

10
10

4

68

329

4

Kamal Iron and Steel Rolling Mill
Prem Khalsa Iron and Steel
Rolling Mill
Hardev Singh

5
6

Ajmer singh
Taranjit Singh

3
5

7

1

8
9
10
11
12

C/o Jasdev Singh, H.No. 35,
Sector- 9B, Guru Ki Nagri,
Residence
Tile factory C/o Pankaj Goyal
Vijay Iron and Steel Rolling Mills
Suraj Ispat Udyog
Hero transport
Panesar Mill

13
14

C/o Rana Azad
C/o Devinder Singh

4
3

Total

44

2
1
3
2
6

Indirectly Dependents
Official Staffs Labours Family of Staffs/labours
60
200
0
0
256

2

258

Source: Field Survey
* The actual number of total landowners/ shareholders are 41, however, the above Table 4.2 represents the total landowners/ shareholders in the affected
properties which includes some common shareholders in more than one properties (as in serial number 13 and 14).
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4.2.2 TENANTS/ WORKING STAFFS/ LABORERS, ETC.
There are a few categories of people dependent on the factories and shops of
the affected property who earn their livelihood through them. These people
are indirectly dependent on these properties and will lose their income due
to loss of these properties when acquired by the authorities. There are 4
tenants of a family directly affected by the proposed ROB project, 68
working official staffs in the two affected factories, 329 laborers working in
these factories, and 258 family members of these official staffs and laborers
are indirectly affected by the proposed ROB project. The representation of
the indirectly affected people by the proposed project is given in Table 4.2.
4.2.3 RESIDENCE AND SHOPS NEARBY PROPOSED ROB
The proposed ROB project not only will have a direct impact on the affected
properties/ plot but also indirectly impact other structures nearby the
proposed project. These structures are residential houses, shops, workshops,
restaurants and other businesses operating in the area.
There are a total of 18 shops in the main Mandi side, of which 9 are offices
and 9 are other shops (including tailoring, ice cream, and garment shops).
There is a functional factory, viz., Modi Mill, and a government school at
the main Mandi side of the town. At the other side of the railway crossing
gate at Guru Ki Nagri side there are approximately 4 shops near the affected
area. There are 2 or 3 residential houses nearby project affected area.
The opinions and suggestions given by these people are in favour of the
proposed ROB as they have been waiting for it for a long time. Since
majority of these people live in and around the area it will not only benefit
them commercially but their quality of living standard will also improve.
They say even though they will have to temporarily shut down their
businesses during the construction phase, they have no issue about it as it
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will benefit everyone in the long run. The ROB will increase their income as
inflow of customers and suppliers will increase from both the sides of the
railway crossing. The project will benefit them as their property value will
increase, most likely by double.

A

A

B
B
Figure 4.4: Shops nearby the project affected area

The negative impacts given by some of these businessman who are very
near to the proposed site, was that after the ROB is constructed, their shops
might be hidden by the bridge structure which may lead to decrease in their
customers and affect their income as well. Even with these forthcoming
difficulties, these people strongly agree to construct ROB so that the area is
developed and connected well with rest of the parts of the state (Figure 4.4)
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4.2.4 INVENTORY OF PUBLIC SERVICE FACILITIES AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
Public service facilities like schools, hospitals, etc. are unaffected by the
proposed project, yet they will be affected on the main Mandi side of the
road. During the construction phase of the proposed ROB, the hospital,
schools and colleges nearby might be affected as the roads and the railway
crossing gate will be closed and the people will have to reach these places or
cross the other side by taking the long route of Bhadla over bridge which is
3.5 Km. (approximately) from the railway crossing gate. Other than the
Bhadla over bridge, the alternative route is Nasrali underpass which is 1.6
Km distant from the railway crossing gate. The Nasrali RUB is only for light
motor vehicles and during rainy season is prohibited for travelling due to
water logging. The road connecting the Nasrali RUB and GT road is narrow
at the Pratap Mill side up to 1 Km. approximately, which may cause
inconvenience in the form of traffic jams. However, these problems that exist
in the present situation due to railway crossing shall be solved after the
construction of ROB and the public purpose shall also be solved.
During the interviews detailed presentation and documents were provided
by affected landowners which have been provided as Annexure 4.1 & 4.2.
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CHAPTER - 5
SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC AND CULTURAL PROFILE

5.1 MANDI GOBINDGARH
5.1.1 SOCIO – DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
Socio-demographic profile defines the characteristics of a population which
includes age, gender, religion, education level, income, residence etc. are
included in socio-demographic profile. According to Census 2011, total
population of Mandi Gobindgarh was found to be 82,266. The overall
literacy rate of Mandi Gobindgarh is 81.90%. Males have higher literacy
rate (84.75%) in this area than females (78.22%). Scheduled caste in Mandi
Gobindgarh is 12,904 in number which is 15.69% of total population of that
area. Sex ratio was found to be 784. Table 5.1 shows the population size of
Mandi Gobindgarh according to Census 2011.
Table 5.1: Demographic profile of Mandi Gobindgarh
Sr. No.
1

2

Gobindgarh Town

Population

Total population

82,266

Males

46,104 (56.04%)

Females

36,162 (43.96%)

Literacy rate

59,251 (81.90%)

Males

34,551 (84.75%)

Females

24,700 (78.22%)

3

Sex ratio

784

4

Total population below age of 06

9919 (12.06%)

5

6

Males

5366 (54.1%)

Females

4583 (46.2%)

Population of Scheduled caste

12,904 (15.69%)

Males

7,038 (54.5%)

Females

5,866 (45.6%)

Total number of households

17,780

*Source: Census 2011
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5.1.2. HISTORICAL/ RELIGIOUS/TOURISTS PLACES
There is a historical Gurudwara of Cheivein Patshahi in the area which is
the base of this town. While coming after fighting the battle with Mughals
in 1646, the 6th Guru of Sikhs Guru Hargobind Ji came to this area and had
rest along the bank of Lake Barhi Dhab. The weapons of his followers and
warriors sustained damage. This area was jungle earlier, there was no water
and nothing to sharpen their weapons and they had to go to Chamkaur Sahib
further. Guru Hargobind Ji told them to dig the ground and they will find
loha (steel) over there and with that they can repair their weapons. Guruji
said „one day this area will be the largest steel producing area in the
country‟. Guruji stayed here for 40 days. Since then this area is known after
his name „Gobindgarh‟.

Figure 5.1: The historical Gurudwara Sahib of 6th Guru of Sikhs, Shri Guru
Hargobind Ji at Guru ki Nagri

Industrialization in Gobindgarh started in the beginning of 20 th century
when Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha laid the foundation stone of industrial
unit in this area in 1902. Further industrial development was conducted by
Maharaja Pratap Singh and this area was declared as a free trade zone for
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steel by him in 1928. In 1940, the land was made available to local
blacksmiths at a very reasonable rate after which a number of workshops
got setup at both sides of the G.T. road at Gobindgarh.
5.1.3 PUBLIC SERVICE FACILITIES
The facilities for basic human needs such as school, hospitals, banks etc. are
called as public service facilities. At present, the only railway station is
situated in the south-west area of the town but now the railway is
demolishing the present building and shifting its offices including ticket
booking center waiting hall for passengers and parking to the north-east side
to accommodate the freight way track project.
For the security of the town, the only police station is on the GT road in
south-east region and in case of any law and order situation, it is not
accessible for the residents of north-east (Guru Ki Nagri) areas there due to
the consistent traffic at railway crossing. Similarly, the only fire brigade
station of the town is situated in south-west region. There are total 25 banks
and 5 post offices in Mandi Gobindgarh. Main market is present in the
south-west side of town. Two universities, 14 schools and 1 college fall in
south-west region of the town across the railway line. The north-east area of
the town across railway crossing has no park, no entertainment center or any
other such facilities. The medical facilities are on the south-west side of the
railway crossing too. Besides, major private nursing homes, the Subdivision level Civil Hospital and the Women and Children hospital falls in
this area.
Employees‟ State Insurance (ESI) hospital was constructed at the north-east
side of railway crossing to provide facilities to the industrial labor. Most of
industrial units are on the south-west side of the crossing so it is not easy for
laborers from the other side to reach here easily. Now, a small part of this
multi-story building is used for just to prepare their parchies (slips) while
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the entire building remains locked. The medical staff has been shifted to the
women and children hospital where the staff attend the industrial workers.
5.1.4 LOCAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
The economy of the area has been based primarily on steel and its allied
industries since the establishment of the town. Earlier there were many mills
which now remain shut due to the inconvenience of commute to the town
and traffic at the railway crossing. The investors have been hesitant to invest
in businesses in the town as they find it extremely difficult to reach here.
Still, even today Mandi Gobindgarh is one of the most significant steel
markets of the country. There are approximately 48 induction furnaces
producing raw material for the rolling mills, 12 forging units catering to the
needs of the steel-rolling mills, project affected people, around 40 foundry
units, 90 scrap-cutting units and 12 oxygen plants catering to the local
requirements of the industry. Moreover, there are 67 another industrial units
that are associated with steel industry. The most popular lead producing
industry of Mandi Gobindgarh is New Power Metal and Alloy situated near
Focal Point, Mandi Gobindgarh. The steel economy of Mandi Gobindgarh
attracts workers from different parts of India and thus is a source of income
to many.
5.1.5 QUALITY OF LIFE AND LIVING ENVIRONMENT
Quality of life is the well-being of people and society. It involves the
expectations of societies or individuals for a good life so that they can live
with satisfaction. It includes health, wealth, family, education, safety,
sanitation, environment, etc. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), quality of life is defined as “the individual‟s perception of their
position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they
live and in relation to other goals”.
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A

B
Figure 5.2: (A) ESI Hospital at Guru Ki Nagri; (B) Hospital shifted to the main
Mandi side
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In Mandi Gobindgarh the quality of life of the residents is not up to the
mark. Several problems exist with which the residents of the area are
dealing on a daily basis. Near the railway crossing, when the railway
crossing is closed, air and noise pollution is at its peak because people have
to wait for hours and fuel get wasted moreover noise pollution increases
because of loud sound of horns. The area at the south west side (Mandi) is
greener than the north-east side (Guru Ki Nagri) because there are many
parks across the railway line. South-west side is more developed in terms of
many facilities than the other side. In north-east side of town there is no
place for exercising and playing for children or females to gather where they
can enjoy. Places of entertainment such as cinema halls and other eating
points are also present in south-west side only.
5.1.6 ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION
Mandi Gobindgarh is administered by Municipal Council (MC), the office
of which is present at south-west side of the area. The town is headed by the
Executive Officer.
5.2 PROJECT AFFECTED PEOPLE: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC
PROFILE
5.2.1 FAMILY PROFILE OF PROJECT AFFECTED AREA
Family profile was assessed for each household to highlight age and sex
composition, religion, social group, education and family type.
5.2.2 SEX COMPOSITION
Table 5.2 indicates the sex distribution of shareholders in the project
affected area. 75.8% of the affected shareholders were males and 24.2%
were females.
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Table 5.2: Sex distribution of shareholders
Gender

Frequency

Percentage

Male

25

75.8

Female

8

24.2

Total

33

100.0

5.2.3 AGE COMPOSITION
Table 5.3 shows the distribution of respondents of project affected area with
respect to the age group they belong to.
Table 5.3: Distribution of respondents with respect to their age group
Age group

Frequency

Percentage

21-30

1

3.0

31-40

4

12.1

41-50

9

27.3

51-60

12

36.4

61-70

3

9.1

>70

4

12.1

Total

33

100.0

As shown in table 5.3, most of the respondents belonged to age group 51-60
years (36.4%), followed by 41-50 years (27.3%) then 31-40 years and only
12.1% of the affected population was above 70 years followed by (9.1%) in
the age group of 61-70 and least (3%) were in the age group of 21-30 years.
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5.2.4 RELIGION
Religion is an institution of faith and belief to follow superhuman power
with great devotion. Table 5.4 deals with the distribution of respondents of
project affected area with respect to their religion. As shown in the table 5.4,
60.6% families among the project affected population followed Sikh
religion while 39.4% followed Hindu religion.
Table 5.4: Distribution of respondents with respect to their religion.
Religion

Frequency

Percentage

Hindu

13

39.4

Sikh

20

60.6

Total

33

100.0

5.2.5 SOCIAL GROUP
Table 5.5 depicts distribution of respondents of project affected area with
respect to social group. Among the respondents, majority belonged to
general category (57.6%) and the rest 42.4% were of OBC category as is
clear from the table 5.5
Table 5.5: Distribution of respondents with respect to social group.
Social group

Frequency

Percentage

Gen

19

57.6

OBC

14

42.4

Total

33

100.0

5.2.6 FAMILY TYPE
Family type is a classificatory parameter according to presence or absence
of couples, parents and their children. Table 5.6 deals with the family type
of respondents of project affected population.
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Table 5.6: Family type of respondents
Family type

Frequency

Percentage

Joint

16

48.5

Nuclear

16

48.5

Individual

1

3.0

Total

33

100.0

Table 5.6 shows that, out of the total sample, majority (48.5%) live in
nuclear family and same number of respondents fall in category of joint
family (48.5%) while only 1 respondent lives alone.
5.2.7 EDUCATIONAL STATUS
Table 5.7 shows educational status of respondents of project affected
population
Table 5.7: Educational status of respondents
Education level

Frequency

Percentage

Primary School

8

25.0

Middle to High School

9

28.1

Higher Secondary or equivalent

4

12.5

UG or equivalent

6

18.8

Higher or Professional courses

5

15.6

Total*

32

100.0

*1 respondent did not answer

Out of the total respondents (n=33) one respondent did not chose to answer
and therefore the total number of respondents in this category remains 32.
Majority (28.1%) of the respondents have studied till middle to high school
followed by 25% who have studied till primary school. 18.8% respondents
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were undergraduate,15.6% have taken up higher or professional courses,
12.5% have achieved higher secondary education as is depicted in table 5.7
5.2.8 KINSHIP PATTERN AND SOCIO-CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
The relationship between people that is commonly thought to have family
ties is called as kinship. Since the total number of respondents were very
few (n=33) therefore, it was difficult to establish and identify any kinship
patterns. The respondents interviewed during the present SIA study belong
to different castes (Ramgaria, Pandit, Bania, Pathiara, Jatt, Khatri,
Aggrawal).
5.2.9 MIGRATION HISTORY
Table 5.8 depicts the migration history of respondents among project
affected area.
Table 5.8: Migration history of respondents
Migration history

Frequency

Percentage

Aborigines

28

84.8

Immigrant

5

15.2

Total

33

100.0

Table 5.8 shows that majority of the respondents were aborigines (84.8%)
followed by immigrants which are only 15.2%. In present study, immigrants
also include people or their forefathers had migrated to India from other
country (in present study during partition from Pakistan). Some project
affected people have also shifted within Punjab other than these immigrants.
The reasons for their migration were business and family concerns.
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5.2.10 SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE
5.2.10.1 PRIMARY OCCUPATION
Table 5.9 deals with primary occupation of project affected families
Table 5.9: Primary Occupation
Occupation

Frequency

Percentage

Business

25

89.3

Service (private or government)

1

3.6

Agriculture

1

3.6

Medical Practitioner (homeopathy)

1

3.6

Total*

28

100.0

*5 respondents did not answer

According to table 5.9, out of total respondents (n=33), 5 respondents did
not chose to answer, hence total sample in this case will be 28. Primary
occupation of majority (89.3%) of project affected people was business
while 3.6% of them were involved in service (both private and government),
agriculture and homeopathy, respectively.
5.2.10.2 SECONDARY OCCUPATION
Secondary occupation is defined as all those works that are performed in
addition to regular or primary occupation. Table 5.10 deals with secondary
occupation of project affected families
Table 5.10: Secondary Occupation
Secondary Occupation

Frequency

Percentage

Business

4

80.0

Service

1

20.0

Total

5

100.0
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Out of total sample size (n=33), only 5 respondents are involved in
secondary occupation, hence the sample size in this case is 5 wherein 80%
of project affected families have business as their secondary occupation
while 20% are involved in service, as depicted in table 5.10
5.2.10.3 FAMILY ANNUAL INCOME (In INR)
Table 5.11 shows annual family income (in INR) of project affected
families.
Table 5.11: Annual income
Annual income (in rupees)

Frequency

Percent

< 5 lakhs (but more than 3 lakhs)

7

25.9

5 - 10 lakhs

15

55.6

> 10 lakhs

5

18.5

Total*

27

100.0

*6 respondents did not answer

According to table 5.11, 6 respondents out of the total Sample (n=33) many
people were hesitant to share their income details with the SIA team and
they did not answer this question, so remaining sample size in this case is
27. Majority (55.6%) families have an annual income between 5-10 lakhs
followed by 25.9% families having annual income below 5 lakh but more
than 3 lakh. While only 18.5% families have more than 10 lakh annual
income.
5.2.10.4 MONTHLY EXPENDITURE
Table 5.12 deals with monthly expenditure of project affected family
Table 5.12: Monthly expenditure
Monthly expenditure (in rupees)

Frequency

Percentage

< 30,000

4

25.0

30000- 50000

8

50.0

> 50000

4

25.0

Total*

16

100.0

*17 respondents did not answer
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Table 5.12 shows that out of total sample size (n=33), 17 respondents did
not chose to answer this and hence total sample size for this will be 16 in
which 50% of families have monthly expenditure between Rs 30,00050,000 rupees while 25% families have monthly expenditure less than Rs
30,000 and more than 50,000, respectively
5.2.10.5 INDEBTEDNESS
The condition in which a person takes loan from others or from some source
like bank then it is called as indebtedness. It is one of the parameters to
assess the economic status of the project affected people. Table 5.13 shows
indebtedness of project affected people
Table 5.13: Indebtedness
Indebtedness

Frequency

Percentage

Yes

12

33.36

No

21

66.64

Total*

33

100.0

As given in table 5.13, out of total sample (n=33), 33.36% of respondents
have taken loan while 66.64% respondents do not have any loan. The main
assets on loan were business, house and car.
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5.2.10.6 HOUSEHOLD ASSESTS
Table 5.14 depicts the household assets of project affected families
Table 5.14: Household assets
Household assets

Frequency

Percentage

Sample size (N)

TV

33

100

N=33

Refrigerator

33

100

N=33

Washing machine

33

100

N=33

Smartphone

33

100

N=33

Yes

9

36

No

16

64

Motor bike

33

100

yes

28

96.6

no

1

3.4

Yes

28

100

No

0

0

Yes

22

100

No

0

0

Yes

6

18.8

No

26

81.3

Yes

1

3.1

No

31

96.9

Cycle/rickshaw

Car

AC

Jewelry

Cattle

Agricultural tools

N=22
(11 respondents did not answer)
N=33
N=29
(4 respondents did not answer)

N=28
(5 respondents did not answer)

N=22
(11 respondents did not answer)

N=32
(1 respondent did not answer)

N=32
(1 respondent did not answer)

Table 5.14 explains that all the project affected families have basic assets
such as TV, refrigerator, washing machine, smartphone, jewelry and motor
bike. Cattle and agricultural tools are present with 18.8% and 3.1% of
respondents, respectively.
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5.2.11 VULNERABILITY
Vulnerable populations are studied to find out whether they will face any
additional adverse project impact. The vulnerability of the project affected
families was determined on the basis of households below poverty line
(BPL), women headed households, elderly and disabled member of the
family. Table 5.15 describes the vulnerability among project affected
families.
Table 5.15: Vulnerability
Vulnerable groups

Frequency

Percentage

Women Headed Family

1

3.03

Elderly People (old age)

15

45.46

Both disable and elderly

1

3.03

None

16

48.48

Total

33

100.0

All the households were above poverty line (APL). Household in which an
adult female is the decision-maker and manages the household affairs is termed
as female headed household. Out of the total, there was one female headed
household. 45.46% of them were elderly people and 3.03% were both disabled
and elderly while 48.48% were non-vulnerable as depicted in table 5.15.
There is no visible work hierarchy seen in that area. Moreover, there is no
visible discrimination on the basis of work or caste or any other factor.
5.2.12 STATUS AND ROLE OF WOMEN
Status is the social position within a group or community. Role is the part
that a person plays in the society with respect to their status. Table 5.16
shows status and role of women in project affected families.
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Table 5.16: Status and role of women
Frequency

Percentage

11

100

Prominent

5

45.5

Moderate

6

54.5

Insignificant

7

63.6

No role

1

9.1

Prominent

3

27.3

Girls education
Very necessary
Women role in decision Making

Women role in household Economy

In the present study, out of the total sample size (n=33), 11 respondents
were women, so the sample size in this case is 11. Every woman in the
project affected area thinks that education for girls is necessary. Women‟s
education is compulsory so that they can stand on their own feet in the
society, to educate children and society; this way she can help society and
husband. Women also play a major role in decision making. 27.3% women
play prominent role in economy of household. 63.6% believed that they did
not play any significant role in the economy of their household and 9.1% of
females reported they play no role in economy as shown in table 5.16.
5.2.13 LOCAL GOVERNANCE
The role of local governance is to protect local interests regarding the
livelihood of the community. Local governance is a means with which every
citizen can express his or her will. Not the government, but citizens
themselves can make decisions locally about the livelihood of their
community. Table 5.17 showing involvement of project affected family in
community based organization or religion based organization.
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Table 5.17: Involvement in community or religious based organization or religion
based organization

Involvement

Frequency

Percent

Yes

4

14.3

No

24

85.7

Total*

28

100.0

*5 respondents did not answer

As shown in table 5.17, out of total sample (n=33) only 28 respondents
answered this question, hence sample size in this case is 28. Only 14.3%
project affected families were involved with community based organization
or religion based organization while 85.7% of them were not involved with
any such organizations.
Table 5.18 describes whether members of project affected family took part
in local governance or not.
Table 5.18: Participation in local governance

Local governance

Frequency

Percent

Yes

3

9.4

No

29

90.6

Total*

32

100.0

*1 respondent did not answer
It is to be noted that one out of the total sample size (n=33) did not choose
to answer for this, so the sample size in this case will be 32. Only 9.4% of
them have taken part in local governance while 90.6% have never
participated in governance at any level.
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CHAPTER 6
SOCIAL IMPACTS
According to the Centre for Social Impact (CSI) “Social impact can be
defined as the net effect of an activity on a community and the well-being of
individuals and families.” 1. Social Impact is the impact on community and its
people that emerge as a result of any action, policy. It can be both positive or
negative and intentional or unintentional. Social impact begins even before
any project comes into action, right from the planning and goes on till from
the phase of execution till the time it’s completed. Thus, it is the result of a
deliberate set of activities done for achievement of a particular goal.
Social impact is the impact an organization’s actions and activity have on
the overall wellbeing of the community. The proposed project will have a
direct impact according to the people living in the area. These impacts will
be direct and indirect; positive and negative, from different point of views.
To have an overall assessment of these impacts the SIA team has gathered
information on several parameters which are discussed in this chapter.
These parameters include:
1. Impact on economy, land and livelihoods
2. Impact on social organization and family structure
3. Impact on social cohesion
4. Gender based impacts and impacts on vulnerable groups
5. Impact on health
6. Impact on quality of living environment
7. Impact on tourist/religious and public service facilities
8. Impact on indirectly affected population
1

https://www.csi.edu.au/aboutsocial/#:~:text=Social%20impact%20can%20be%20defined,business%20and%20social%20purpose%20se
ctors.
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6.1 IMPACT ON FAMILY
Many families have lived together since a long period of time, with a lot of
affection and love amongst each other. If the proposed ROB development
begins, it will affect their social organization. Families who have been living
as joint families may want to move out of the area to cities in search of
better lifestyle and opportunities for themselves and their children. Thus, the
joint structure of the family will be disturbed. People whose generations
have lived in the same town often find it difficult to detach themselves from
their ancestry. In such a case if their residences fall under the proposed
acquisition they will have no choice than to either shift their homes or
reconstruct them again which is a financial as well as an emotional loss.
Several families residing outside the area have informed how their lives and
they are connected to their roots here and, even though they have managed to
make their lives outside they feel a sense of attachment to the place.
However, the absence of this ROB in the town is a constant source of
headache for the residents. The children who go to schools in nearby areas
face hours of jam while they are stuck at the railway crossing in their school
buses. In extreme weather conditions, on their way back from schools
children spend several afterhours at the crossing. This is a constant source of
stress for the parents. Parents worry because their children have to leave their
homes two hours prior to the time their school actually begins, just to avoid
traffic and being stuck at the railway crossing. In failing to do so children
often miss their classes and at times examinations too. Parents informed that
the schools across the town also do not cooperate with these persistent and
known to all problems. They do not provide an alternate solution to the
parents in such conditions nor are they understanding of their concerns.
Parents have to take long routes to drop their children at school sometimes as
school vans and buses often refuse to go beyond a certain point to avoid
being stuck in traffic. In extreme conditions, children often try to pass the
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railway line from under the crossing which is a risk to their lives and a
constant cause of mental stress for the parents. Parents also complained they
do not get enough time with their children because much of both of their time
is spent at the railway crossing which affects their social relationships and
organization.
Thus, if the ROB is built within the due time a lot of these problems may be
solved, families living in town will live a much stress free and peaceful life.
6.2 IMPACT ON ECONOMY, LIVELIHOODS AND LAND
Presently most families depend on their income from the mills and
businesses running in the affected area. The proposed development will
affect the family structure of the affected landowners. The ROB is proposed
at a site where a lot of families have their residences or workplace.
Since the town is fully industrial, there are several businesses running from
here and if this land is acquired for the proposed ROB it will be a direct
economic loss to the landowners, some might have to shift their offices and
some may have to reconstruct them altogether.
In 2016, the government had marked a few shops, godown, mills in areas to
be acquired, it has led to a direct loss in their income as no one would rent
these spaces anymore since they cannot get any long term benefit from it.
This is a direct financial loss to many landowners. They are the sole earning
members in their family and their lives depend upon these spaces which
they earlier rented and made their livelihood but since the 2016 markings, it
has become nearly impossible for them to do so.
The mills which are falling under the proposed acquisition will be harshly
impacted too. The mills are equipped with heavy machinery and the
relocation of them is not just cost extensive but also means uprooting the
hard work of their entire lives. During construction phase, the offices,
showroom and workshop in affected area may have to shut down
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temporarily which will have hamper their income tremendously. The
affected landowners also fear that after the construction of ROB they may
lose clients as their workplaces wills be hidden behind the ROB.
In several cases, it was found that land is being acquired diagonally and a
certain portion of land from the center will be taken leaving empty land on
either sides of the area. The wasted land serves no purpose to the landowner
and if left by the government during acquisition will be a direct economic
loss to the landowners.
Similarly, for people who are residing in the proposed to be acquired area
the acquisition will be a huge loss as well. A person invests their life and
savings into making their home and in a such a case when a part of anyone’s
residence or the whole structure is to be taken, it is a loss on many levels.
Because of it being an industrial town, it was also seen that many houses
were built right along with workshops and showroom on the same property,
therefore, the impact of the acquisition is maximum on such structures.
Currently due to the absence of ROB in the area the town is falling behind
in several spheres of development which is directly impacting the
businesses and livelihoods of the residents. There are several negative
impacts due to the absence of ROB on the residents and their daily lives
Thus, the arrival of ROB in the area is a win-win situation for all.
Not only will it serve as a breakthrough development for the town, it will
also increase the business opportunities for the working class of the town
and benefit them economically. The ease of convenience of meeting clients
across the crossing and town without worrying about the traffic jam, would
positively impact the affected businessmen of the area. It will also increase
mobility of investors in the area. Also, presently the town is congested with
industries which impacts the living environment of the area. With easier
mobility across railway line, businesses will flourish and the underutilized
space in Guru Ki Nagri can be developed which will boost the development
of that side as well.
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Some of the pictures of the affected land/residence/property from the project
affected area are attached below for reference. (Figure 6.1- Figure 6.14)

(Figure 6.1)

(Figure 6.2)
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(Figure 6.3)

(Figure 6.4)
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(Figure 6.5)

(Figure 6.6)
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(Figure 6.7)

(Figure 6.8)
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(Figure 6.9)

(Figure 6.10)
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(Figure 6.11)

(Figure 6.12)
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(Figure 6.13)

(Figure 6.14)
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6.3 IMPACT ON SOCIAL COHESION
When anyone lives at a place for years they make certain social relations
with the people around them. Social cohesion is evident among the people
of an area living together for years. However, due to the proposed
development the structure and lifestyle of the area is bound to change. There
are years old mills were established long back and many families have been
living here since a long period of time. Although the proposed project is a
necessity, many affected stakeholders are directly impacted by it. Especially
the ones whose residences fall under the proposed acquisition. It was also
seen that because of living there for so long the older generation is
sentimentally attached.
In case of this acquisition when they have to relocate from there, they will
either have to find a new place to rebuild their homes or will have to uproot
their lives completely and move to another area where they might not be
wanting to or may not feel as welcoming. The relations they have built over
the years will be lost in the process thus impacting their social lives directly.
The absence of ROB has also greatly affected the social lives of the
residents of the area, in many interviews during the SIA fieldwork the team
encountered many such people who held the same point of view that their
social life is impaired. Both men and women told how because of the town’s
traffic issues people do not prefer visiting them here anymore. Relatives,
friends and family at some point have refused to entertain the thought of
visiting Mandi Gobindgarh to avoid being stuck at the railway crossing.
Women in Guru Ki Nagri have also complained how their children do not
have many friends visiting them across this side of the town accounting to
the lack of parks or any amusement activities for them. Not only this, they
also have to go towards Mandi side for their regular meetups with friends as
their friends do not prefer visiting this side.
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With the arrival of ROB, the town on both sides of the railway crossing would
be developed with much easier connectivity which would in turn help
strengthen social relationships among the people of the town and nearby areas.
6.4 IMPACTS ON VULNERABLE GROUPS
Women in the affected area face several difficulties in their day to day lives
in absence of the ROB. They have to take longer routes to avoid long hours
of jam, even for their basic necessities they face problems in commute in
absence of ROB. The women who reside in Guru Ki Nagri area face such
difficulties in particular. As most markets and necessities are easily
available towards Mandi side thus they spend many hours at railway
crossing as they have to go across to buy even the basic of necessities.
Women who go to drop their children on two wheelers often face
difficulties as they are stuck on either sides and have to risk their lives as
they have to go beneath the crossing to avoid long hours of jam.
According to informants sometimes the trains keep coming continuously
and they stand waiting for as long as 2 hours in a row. There have been
incidents of chain snatching and eve teasing as reported by residents which
possess a threat to women safety in the area.
Many women residing in Guru Ki Nagri also informed that they feel they
lack financial independence, women who are interested in opening
boutiques and other businesses fear they cannot do so as their business
would fail because of the area being so detached from the town and people’s
resistance to visit them there.
Children due to being stuck at railway crossing hardly get any time at home
as they have to rush to tuitions as soon as they reach home. Not only do they
get physically exhausted but this also may affect their mental health. Guru
Ki Nagri side does not have any open spaces for children to relax or spend
time outdoors as most of the town is industrially developed such
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developments are lacking this side. Elderly in the area are also affected due
to lack of ROB, several incidents have happened in the past where due to
being stuck in long jams people have lost their lives and such a scenario still
prevails which is a risk for the ones who are still living there. To avoid any
loss of lives or any more incidents the ROB remains crucial for the area.
After the development of ROB, the everlasting problem of long hours of
traffic at ROB will significantly improve. Elders who are now facing bodily
issues because they have no place to sit and have to stand wait in long hours
of jam will find it very beneficial. They would no more face the problem of
traffic which will directly save their time and improve their quality of life.
Women in the area who are spending much of their time at the crossing in
either picking or dropping their children to schools, going to markets
faraway or even at their workplaces would feel much safer as incidents of
eve teasing, chain snatching possess a safety risk for them currently.
Not only will the presence of ROB will help in smoothening the traffic but
also will ensure quality environment safer for children, women and elderly
of the town. Images of long queues of traffic at the railway crossing can be
seen in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.15: Traffic at Railway crossing
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Figure 6.16: Traffic at Railway crossing

6.5 IMPACT ON HEALTH
The long pending project has caused a lot of stress into lives of landowners,
especially after 2016. Because of properties being marked and the inability
to utilize them to their full capacity leading to financial losses has made the
landowners incur several lifestyle diseases such as stress, diabetes and
hypertension. They think their work capacity has been impaired because of
this.
Other than this, respondents informed how many of them have developed
disc problems from waiting at the railway line for long hours. During the
SIA study it was found that even the basic medical facilities are on the
South West side of the Railway Crossing. Besides, major private nursing
homes, the Sub-division level Civil hospital and the women and children
hospitals fall in this area. The unavailability of ROB and increased jam
hours has led to patients losing their lives at the railway crossing waiting for
the crossing to open.
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ESI hospital (Figure 6.17) in the area was opened considering it a milestone
in healthcare to provide better healthcare to residents in the area and nearby
areas, however the lack of access to the hospital lead to the failure of
hospital as the long hours of jam has made them. The hospital is built on
across the railway crossing in Guru ki Nagri, which is also the only hospital
there and is now non-functional due to the inconvenience caused by the
railway crossing. The staffs have been shifted to the civil hospital at the
Mandi side and the people residing in Guru ki Nagri have to travel all the
way across the railway crossing to Mandi side in case of medical
requirements and in cases of emergency.
However, long hours of jam and waiting at the railway crossing has led to
many deaths and accidents at the railway line.

Figure 6.17: ESI hospital

The development of ROB will entail to better medical facilities in the area,
more hospitals and nursing homes can be built on both sides of the crossing
which would be more feasible to the residents and will directly impact the
number of accidents, deaths and problems due to the traffic at railway crossing.
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Health Impacts are assessed using different scales. The SIA team used work
and Social Impairment Scale (WSAS), Ryff’s Psychological Wellbeing
scale (PWB), Perceived Stress Scale and Patient Health Questionnaire
(PHQ-ADS) to assess health profile of the residents of the area.
The results of the assessment are represented by the graphs as follows.
6.5.1 BODILY (PHSICAL) SYMPTOMS
Graph 6.1 presents data on bodily (physical) symptoms, out of 32 people,
50% had minimal bodily (physical) symptoms, 25% reported mild
symptoms, 21.88% of the total reported severe bodily (physical) symptoms
and 3.12% had moderate bodily (physical) symptoms.
Graph 6.1: Bodily (Physical) symptoms of the project affected population

Bodily (Physical) Symptoms (N = 32)
21.88
3.12

50.00

25.00

Minimal Symptoms

Mild Symptoms

Moderately Symptoms

Severe Symptoms

6.5.2 PERCEIVED STRESS
Perceived stress is the feelings or thoughts that an individual has about how
much stress they are under at a given point in time or over a given time
period. Perceived stress incorporates feelings about the uncontrollability and
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unpredictability of one’s life, how often one has to deal with irritating
hassles, how much change is occurring in one’s life, and confidence in one’s
ability to deal with problems or difficulties.
Graph 6.2: Perceived stress among the Project affected population.

Percieved Stress (N = 32)
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40.62

37.50
3.13

Low Stress

Mild Stress

Moderate Stress

High Percieved Stress

As seen in graph 6.2, out of total population under study, 40.62% people
faced low stress symptoms, 37.50% people were moderately stressed, 18.5%
people perceived high stress while 3.13% people were mildly stressed.
6.5.3 ANXIETY STATUS
Anxiety is an emotion characterized by feelings of tension, worried thoughts
and physical changes like increased blood pressure. The constant delay of
ROB project over the years has left the people of the area especially those
who are directly affected anxious about the development.
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Graph 6.3 represents the anxiety status of the project affected population
under study, it is clearly seen that 46.88% people had minimal anxiety,
37.50% faced severe anxiety and 15.62% people had moderate anxiety.
Graph 6.3: Anxiety status among the project affected population.
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6.5.4 DEPRESSION
The World health organization (WHO) defines depression as a common
mental disorder affecting more than 264 million people worldwide. It is
characterized by persistent sadness and a lack of interest or pleasure in
previously rewarding or enjoyable activities. It can also disturb sleep and
appetite; tiredness and poor concentration are common. Depression is a
leading cause of disability around the world and contributes greatly to the
global burden of disease. The effects of depression can be long-lasting or
recurrent and can dramatically affect a person’s ability to function and live a
rewarding life. The causes of depression include complex interactions
between social, psychological and biological factors.
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The depression status when assessed for the present study showed that out
of the total project affected population, 59.38% had minimal depression,
21.88% had mild depression, 15.63% had severe depression and 3.13% had
moderately severe depression. The results are represented in graph 6.4.
Graph 6.4: Depression among the project affected population
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6.5.5 DIFFICULTY IN DOING WORK DUE TO THESE PROBLEMS
Graph 6.5 presents the levels of difficulty people face in doing their work
due to the problems (perceived stress, anxiety, depression). Out of the total
project affected population, 56.25% people faced somewhat difficulty in
doing work due to these. 25% faced no difficulty at all and 18.75% found it
very difficult to do work due these problems.
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Graph 6.5: Difficulty in doing work due to the above problems
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6.5.6 WORK AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT IMPAIRMENT
Graph 6.6 shows work and social adjustment impairment which was
measured with the help of Work and social adjustment scale (WSAS). The
WSAS is a simple, reliable and valid measure of impaired functioning. It is
a sensitive and useful outcome measure offering the potential for readily
interpretable comparisons across studies and disorders (Mundt et al, 2002).
Out of all the affected members 60.61% had moderate to severe work and
social adjustment impairment, 39.39% people faced no/ minimal work and
social adjustment impairment.
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Graph 6.6: Work and Social Adjustment Impairment
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6.5.7 SELF REPORTED HEALTH ISSUES
Graph 6.7 shows, out of total affected population, 66.67% people reported
that they did not face any major health issues while 33.33% reported they
faced some major health issues.
Graph 6.7: Major health issues among the Project affected population
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6.5.8 STRESS DUE TO PROPOSED ACQUISTION
Graph 6.8 shows that, 69.70% people out of the total affected population
reported they had stress due to proposed acquisition, while 30.30% people
did not face any stress due to proposed acquisition.
Graph 6.8: Stress among the project affected population
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6.5.9 SELF REPORTED HEALTH ISSUES DUE TO WORRYING
Graph 6.9 represents self-reported health issues due to worrying. These health
issues include Hypertension, depression, stress, psychological distress, High
Diabetes etc.
According to the results 72.73% people did not face any health issues due to
worrying about acquisition and ROB project, while 27.27% people face
health issues due to worrying about acquisition and ROB Project.
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Graph 6.9: Self-reported health issues among project affected population
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Health issues prevail in the affected area due to thinking too much about
ROB as reported by project affected population, most of them are worried
due to the long delay in ROB project initiation and want to resolve the land
acquisition matter as soon as possible.
6.6 IMPACT ON QUALITY OF LIVING ENVIRONMENT
The quality of living environment is bound to improve with the coming of
ROB in the area, it would necessarily mean development of the area. The
writhing conditions of roads, increased dust and smoke causing air pollution
and air quality is bound to improve after the ROB project begins.
Residents inform that at times there is a long jam of up to 600 meters into
the town. Currently all truck and heavy loaded vehicles pass through the
town to reach mills which is a serious cause of air pollution in the area along
with mills located there which contribute extensively to the pollution level
of the area. These heavy vehicles contribute to long hours of traffic in the
area too, as it is easier for smaller vehicles to pass through but the heavy
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loaded ones are stuck there for a longer time in turn causing longer hours of
jam. There are not enough outdoor spaces in the areas for children to enjoy
and relax which hindering their development overall. The dusty
environment is a concern for the elderly and the sensitive groups as
prolonged exposure of such an environment possesses health concerns for
all. Therefore, construction of the ROB in the area will have a positive
overall effect on the quality of living environment and will lead to future
developments.
It is also to be noted that the town has mills and businesses running from
generations and they act as a blanket of security for the future generations
too, however, because of people’s hesitance to invest and involve in
business in the town these days is directly to be accounted to the long traffic
and deprived environment quality of the town.
People currently residing there have to go through long routes to reach
nearby cities and areas because of unavailability of ROB. To avoid traffic
and longer hours at railway crossing people either leave too early from their
homes and reach their destinations in advance or they take longer routes
both of which are a sheer wastage of their times. Even to access markets
women feel they have to go afar as no malls and big supermarkets are yet
available in the area, the reason cited for which is the unavailability of ROB
and underdevelopment that the area has suffered because of it.
6.7. IMPACT ON TOURISTS/ RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC SERVICE
FACILITIES:
The town of Mandi Gobindgarh and the entire district Fatehgarh Sahib is
historic in many aspects. It is home to the famous Gurudwaras whose
significance is high among the residents. Gurudwara Chevein Patshahi in
the town is one of the most prominent places across the world and is highly
recognized. The people complained of how difficult it is for the Sangat to
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reach Gurudwara because of unavailability of ROB. Several nearby villages
and surrounding areas are deprived of the blessings of Gurudwara Sahib
especially on special occasions as they are often unable to reach due to lack
of time or the time wasted at railway crossing. The SIA team was also
informed during the fieldwork, that Nagar Kirtan has to be planned atleast 2
hours prior the actual time to avoid the traffic at railway crossing and it
affects the participation of the Sangat.
To reach Fatehgarh Sahib the distance via long route is approximately 13
km right now which will be reduced to just 7 km after the ROB is
constructed, therefore, it remains necessary in the area. In the long run it
will save a lot of fuel and money of the residents of the area. Fatehgarh
Sahib is a historic city and holds utmost religious significance among Sikhs
and all residents of the area. Although Mandi Gobindgarh is a part of the
district, it still feels faraway because of the long distance. Therefore, the
people of the town are often unable to reach.
The development of ROB will surely contribute to the overall development
of the area as well, complexes and market spaces such as malls may open if
the area is fully developed, which will not only provide more business
opportunities to the businessmen of the area but also be a positive boost to
the social environment. It will also attract more people to the area thereby
helping businesses to flourish.
Currently Public service facilities such as hospitals, schools, police stations,
markets etc. are not accessible to the whole town. Most of these are situated
towards Mandi side and residents of Guru Ki Nagri have to travel the
distance in times of need. There is no police station located that side. ESI
hospital is the only hospital there which is currently non-functional too and
due to the inconvenience at the railway crossing the residents cannot benefit
from them.
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The construction of ROB will definitely boost the opportunities for market
places and tourism in the area.
6.8 IMPACT ON INDIRECTLY AFFECTED POPULATION
As Mandi Gobindgarh is an industrial town, it is home to a lot of laborers
from across the country. Workshops and mills are employing several
laborers through which they earn their livelihood. Their families who have
also moved to the town from their native places in search of better
livelihood will lose their permanent source of income when the ROB project
begins. They may have to temporarily find new work as the affected places
and mills may no longer serve them employment. The staff and laborers
dependent upon these factories, mills and workshops will lose their financial
support. During the construction phase the government may employ the
laborers to the construction site to help them temporarily at least by the time
they do not get back to their permanent jobs.
The shopkeepers on both sides of the bridge were also interviewed to know
their opinions regarding ROB.

Most shopkeepers although favor the

construction of the ROB pertaining to development of the area and find it
necessary as they are also troubled by the constant traffic, air and noise
pollution, still they do fear losing their customers as their shops will be
overshadowed by the ROB. Also, during the construction of ROB they will
face serious financial losses which they are worried about.
Therefore, the construction of ROB although is beneficial and is the need of
the area, it does not come harboring positive impacts only. Therefore, the
concerned authorities and government must keep the affected people into
consideration before formulating any policies regarding ROB.
Few images of the SIA team interviewing the shopkeepers on both sides of
the railway crossing is attached below. (Figure 6.18 and figure 6.19)
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(Figure 6.18)

(Figure 6.19)
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CHAPTER 7
DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE PUBLIC HEARING MEETING

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Public Hearing is mandatory to be conducted under “The Right to Fair
Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Act (RFCTLARR), 2013”. As per the Act public hearing
meetings shall be held in the affected areas to bring out the main findings of
the Social Impact Assessment, seeking feedback on the findings and to look
for additional information and views for incorporating the same in the final
report. The Act specifies that a public hearing meeting shall be conducted in
all Gram Sabhas where members are directly or indirectly affected by the
acquisition of the land.
The Act also specifically mentions that the date and venue of the public
hearing must be announced and publicized three weeks in advance through
public notifications and posters in all villages within the radius of five
kilometers of the land proposed to be acquired, advertisement in the local
newspapers, radio and through direct communication with the Gram
Panchayat or the Municipal Ward representatives and by uploading the
information on the website of the appropriate Government.
The meeting was conducted to determine the views of the affected
population and identify their concerns. Public hearing serves as a common
platform for multiple parties to express their viewpoints and share their
concerns among all. Stance of all landowners, shareholders and all others
affected members is presented in front of the authorities for input into final
decision making.
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In accordance with the provisions of RFCTLARR Act, 2013, ample
publicity was done regarding the public hearing meeting for land acquisition
in the affected area. Information regarding the date, time and place of public
hearing was notified in the local newspaper.

Figure 7.1: Advertisement in local newspapers regarding public hearing
meeting.
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Project affected families were also informed well in advance about the
public hearing meeting through the Municipal Council, Mandi Gobindgarh.
The public hearing was conducted in the project-affected area, Mandi
Gobindgarh on 15.12.2020. The meeting was conducted to seek feedback on
the findings of the Social Impact Assessment and gather additional
information and views of the affected population for incorporating the same
in the final report.
Mrs. Amrit Kaur Gill, Deputy Commissioner, Fatehgarh Sahib, Mr. Anand
Sagar Sharma, SDM Amloh and Administrator Municipal Council, Mandi
Gobindgarh, Mr. Saurabh Singh, Executive Engineer, Northern Railways,
Mr. Balwinder Singh, Executive Engineer, PWD were present among the
landholders, shareholders and villagers from villages nearby at the venue of
public hearing meeting. Other than these, local media, voluntary
organizations were also present at the public hearing meeting. A total of
approximately 75 people attended the meeting and the attendance sheet for
the same is attached as ANNEXURE 7.1. Everyone was given a fair
opportunity to speak out their concerns in front of the authorities. All the
proceedings were held in the local language (Punjabi) for the ease of
understanding of everyone present there.
The proceedings were also video graphed so that every objection and
concern is recorded to be included in the final Social Impact Assessment
report.
The proceeding started with a welcome note by the SIA team member Ms.
Guneet Kaur Kalsi. Following her, Administrator, Mandi Gobindgarh, Mr.
Anand Sagar Sharma took the stage to start the meeting. He informed all the
present members about the procedure of the meeting. After which, whoever
wished to speak regarding their concerns or raise any objections were given
a fair chance to do so.
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Figure 7.2: (A) SIA team with the authorities at the venue of public
hearing meeting

Figure 7.2: (B) The authorities at the stage at the venue of public
hearing meeting
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Figure 7.3: Newspaper articles from 16.12.2020 highlighting public
hearing meeting and its outcome.
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7.2 ISSUES AND CONCERNS OF LANDOWNERS AND RESIDENTS
Taranjit Singh (House No. 37, Sector 9B, Guru Ki Nagri) was the first
member from the landowners who initiated the meeting. He started by
saying that they have lived here all their lives and so have their children. He
further spoke from a point of view of all land owners saying that their
properties hold a great value to them. They are a result of the hard earned
money by their fathers and since, these properties were passed down
hereditarily to them, they have emotional attachment to them and the
proposed acquisition will weigh them down emotionally.
He insisted that he has no objection regarding the proposed ROB
construction, however, for the construction of the proposed ROB, the
residents will have to giveaway properties like factories, workshops, and
houses or all of the three in some cases. He also mentioned that the process
of construction of the over-bridge was initiated 2-3 years ago and the
properties nearby the proposed ROB project were sold at Rs 7.5 lakhs.
Keeping this in mind, they want the authorities to give them fair and timely
compensation so that they do not face much problem and worry about the
economic and socio-cultural aspects of their lives.
Next Hardev Singh (House No. 4, 36 and 38, Sector 9B, Guru Ki Nagri)
took the mic. He informed the authorities about his loss. He said he will
have to give away 3 properties for the proposed ROB construction. He
demands a compensation of Rs. 10 Lakh per Biswa. He clearly asserted that
due to the concerned loss he and his family will have to re-establish their
business again for which they depend upon the amount of compensation that
they will be given. Not only this he specified that fair compensation is
required as they have to marry their sons, daughters or grandchildren on
time and thus the authorities should keep all this in mind while acquiring
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their property. They should make the process of acquisition easier with
timely and fair compensation for the landowners.
Kulbir Singh of Vijay Iron and Steel Rolling Mill spoke next whose rolling
mill will be affected centrally. He informed how the anticipation of the
proposed ROB has been going on since many years. They are waiting since
a long time and it has now been more than three years they are waiting for
the construction to begin. Regarding his property, he informed that his
grandfather had started the industry and his four generations has been
dependent on it. His house is on the same compound as the factory, so the
proposed acquisition will have some impact on his residence as well.
He informed that his factory is shut since two and a half years and the
uncertainty of the project has affected him mentally and physically as well.
He is currently suffering from hypertension, BP and heart problem. The
government should take the project seriously as the time wasted cannot be
recovered in reality, and so the project must be started as soon as possible.

Figure 7.4: Taranjit Singh

Figure 7.5: Hardev Singh
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Figure 7.6: Kulbir Singh

Ajmer Singh (House No. 39, Sector 9B, Guru Ki Nagri) whose residence is
going to be affected says he is worried about the acquisition. Major portion
of his residence is falling under the proposed acquisition. He says there is an
empty space behind the house and because of the acquisition he is unable to
decide whether to continue his work in the factory or build his residence
from scratch again in that empty plot. He wants proper and timely
compensation from the authorities so that he can re-establish everything.
Ajay Kumar Gupta of M/s Prem Khalsa Iron and Steel Rolling Mill stated
that the mill is the only source of his family’s livelihood. Critical operations
are being performed in the areas supposed to be acquired and there is no
place for relocation within the area. He might have to switch from his
running business which may not be as profitable and his losses are beyond
comprehension. Knowing that the land is sure to be taken, he has already
started looking for options which is also costing him a lot. He indicated that
all of this is causing a lot of mental agony and health issues. He is also
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unsure if the land record correctly mentions the portion of land being
acquired. Therefore, he also requests the authorities to measure the land
again.
He expects suitable compensation for the land to be acquired to help him
overcome the unbearable loss that he will incur. A detailed account of his
demands and concerns was submitted to the authorities and SIA team which
is attached as an ANNEXURE 7.2.
Rana Azad informed that his 3 properties are going to be affected.
Uncertainty of the situation holds him from making any future plans. He
informed that he is stressed about the amount of compensation and the time
when it will be provided to him. He believes timely and fair compensation
should be provided to all landowners. He also said the authorities must look
at the issue of wasted land after acquisition, as it will be of no use to the
landowners after the main land is taken. The authorities must take this into
consideration while acquiring.

Figure 7.7: Ajmer Singh

Figure 7.8: Rana Azad
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Harjinder Singh of Kamal Steel Rolling Mill, spoke about the need for
ROB in the area. He believes that ROB is must for the area. He informed
that even after the foundation stone being laid 5 years ago the ROB is still a
dream for the residents of the area. There are a lot of struggles the residents
of the area face on a daily basis due to the absence of ROB. He said that
public has to wait for long hours at the railway gate which results in long
traffic jams in the area. Talking about the alternative to the railway crossing
he mentioned the Nasrali under bridge which is mostly unusable due to
flooding during rainy seasons.
The other alternative route is a long route i.e. the Bhadla over bridge. In
case of emergencies it takes a long time for people to reach their destination.
He has been a victim of the same as it happened with his sister-in-law who
lost her life during a medical emergency 10 years ago. Therefore, the ROB
must be constructed at the earliest.

Figure 7.9: Harjinder Singh

Figure 7.10: Ajay Kumar Gupta

Bhupinder Singh (House No. 37, Sector 9B, Guru Ki Nagri) informed that
many mills have been shut down in the past due to the difficulty of
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connectivity to the area. He also believes that after the development, the
area will be connected to Fatehgarh Sahib and GT Road and will make
commute easy for the residents of the area. He also spoke about the
innumerable accidents that have occurred at the railway crossing.

He

stressed that the loss of lives that has happened can never be recovered but
the ROB constructions should get started at the earliest to avoid any future
loss.

Figure 7.11: Bhupinder Singh

Richa Goyal is a shareholder of Suraj Ispat Udyog which is proposed for
acquisition. She mentioned that they could not establish business after the
proposed acquisition was announced. She demanded fair compensation and
also put forward that the compensation must be provided to them as early as
possible.
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Pankaj Goyal is another land owner whose land is proposed to be acquired.
He said that losses are huge and thus he demands fair compensation from
the authorities.

Figure 7.12: Richa Goyal

Figure 7.13: Pankaj Goyal

Other than these landowners there were several other participants who
spoke regarding the construction of ROB. They also put their views
regarding the need of ROB in the area.
Gur Kirpal Singh Ashk who is a senior journalist in the area took the mic
to raise his concerns about the project. He specifically mentioned about the
loss of life at the railway crossing over the years. Although he opines that
the ROB is a necessity in the area and the people whose land is proposed for
acquisition must be compensated as per their fair share, still he feels the loss
of lives is the greatest and no amount of money can ever compensate for this
loss. He stated that there is one functional hospital in the entire area and one
has to take long routes to access these services which has led to many deaths
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in the area. The lack of ROB and long queues of traffic makes it impossible
for the residents to get required help at time. He then emphasized that the
ROB is not a new project but has been going on since years and years and
this time it must be completed. The construction of ROB should not be
politicized and must be seen as a need of the area.
Villagers from nearby areas were also present at the public hearing meeting.
One of the Ex-sarpanch of a nearby village Dadhedi, Balwinder Singh also
spoke about the proposed project. According to him the announcement for
ROB was made when he was in his school. Many people have lost their life
on this railway crossing. He also mentions that in Punjab, there is not even a
single railway crossing without ROB and thus they request the authorities to
not waste any time and start the construction of ROB on LC 151-C, Mandi
Gobindgarh at the earliest.
Present Panch and Sarpanch of a nearby village Dadhedi, Amandeep Kaur
and Gurpreet Singh have also given their submission regarding the
construction of ROB in written which is attached as ANNEXURE 7.3.
Sukhwinder Singh Prabhandak of Gurudwara Cheivein Patshahi was also
present at the public hearing meeting. He spoke about the necessity of ROB
in the area. He mentioned that the traffic problem in the area is huge and the
ROB in the area is urgently required. The authorities should keep this in
mind and fair compensation should be given to people whose land is falling
under the proposed acquisition. He also asserted about the need of
cleanliness in the town. (ANNEXURE 7.4)
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Figure 7.14: Gur Kirpal Singh Ashk

Figure 7.16: Sukhwinder Singh

Figure 7.15: Balwinder Singh

Figure 7.17: Social Worker

One social worker from the area also emphasized on the need of ROB.
According to him, medical facilities, education and other public service
facilities will drastically improve after the construction of ROB in the area.
Another man named Harbhajan Singh holds the same point of view. He
added that many people have died at railway line and that many girls face
eve teasing at the railway crossing at odd hours due to long traffic queues.
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Dr. Amit Sandal, Sewadar, Lok Insaf Party was also present during the
proceedings of the meeting. He also gave his submission regarding the need
for ROB in the area which is attached as ANNEXURE 7.5
Rishi Kapoor who is a young businessman from the area spoke regarding
his concerns about the ROB. He said that he has established a garment
industry here which is a new industry for the town. Through this business he
deals with many states including Punjab, Haryana, J & K and even
Chhattisgarh but he has been facing client issues as people hesitate visiting
them due to the fear of being stuck at railway crossing. He said that his
business is a source of feeding many families and thus the government and
authorities must keep a fast track on this matter. According to him,
Gobindgarh is currently divided in two parts. While Mandi side is fully
developed and getting all facilities such as markets, urbanized township,
parks, etc. These all still remain a far-fetched dream for the residents of
Guru Ki Nagri.

Figure 7.18: Rishi Kapoor

Figure 7.19: Harbhajan Singh
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A letter of grievance of general public was submitted to the Honorable
Prime Minister of India, then Deputy Commissioner and then Chief Minister
of Punjab in 2016 by the residents of area which were also submitted to the
authorities and SIA team during public hearing meeting which are attached
as ANNEXURE 7.6.
Thus, it can be concluded that the ROB is a necessity for the area and same
is also emphasized upon by the residents of the Mandi Gobindgarh during
the public hearing meeting. The loss of land is also evident for this
development and thus the authorities should keep the losses of the
landowners in mind while calculating the compensation to be given. The
landowners are ready to give away their properties/land for the proposed
development but they demand fair share of compensation and R&R benefits
wherever asked for the same. They also expect the authorities for timely
compensation and no further delay in the beginning of this project. For the
development of the area the ROB is a crucial standpoint. Not only the
residents of Mandi Gobindgarh but nearby connected villages also hold the
same point of view as was seen during the public hearing meeting.
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CHAPTER 8
ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND BENEFITS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS ON ACQUISITION

The proposed ROB project in the Mandi Gobindgarh area is the most
awaited development project as reported by people of this area, which may
serve the public purpose of the area along with expected development as the
outcome of this project. However, every development project may have its
pros and cons depending on the extent or intensity of its positive or negative
impact. In the present affected area, the area which are proposed to be
acquire consists of not only land plots but residential and industrial entities
too. As Mandi Gobindgarh area is very famous for its iron and steel rolling
mills, it is an industrial cum residential area, where ROB construction had
been planned since long time, hence the proposed acquisition may involve
option of rehabilitation or resettlement (R&R) benefits and compensation
under RFCTLARR Act, 2013
This chapter includes the attitudes and opinions of both directly and
indirectly affected people about the ROB project and the proposed
acquisition. It also evaluates the nature and intensity of the anticipated
impacts of ROB project during its different phases. Opinion of directly
affected people on the existing issues and demands regarding compensation
and R & R benefits for the proposed acquisition is also evaluated.
8.1 ATTITUDE AND OPINIONS OF PROJECT AFFECTED
PEOPLE ABOUT THE ROB
Any development projects whether is necessary for any area and fulfilling
the public purpose or not is a part of investigation, which depends on the
extent of inconvenience to the people in that area as well as on attitude and
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opinion of the surrounding people. The project affected people are very
much aware about the ROB project since a long time, some even from their
childhood days as the project is long pending. All of the directly and
indirectly affected people think ROB is most necessary in the proposed area
of Mandi Gobindgarh.
8.1.1 ASSESSMENT OF PUBLIC PURPOSE
According to the respondents, because of the inconvenience caused by
traffic at the railway crossing (LC 151-C), the area is divided into two parts
i.e., one side Guru Ki Nagri and other is main Mandi side. The connectivity
of two areas has been disturbed so much from so long that the quality of
living standard and public service facilities are very different on both sides.
Hence, people think ROB will solve the public purpose of the area.
The project affected people (N=33) when asked about their opinion about
the proposed ROB, 96.97% said that it was for the good of the people and
themselves while the rest 3.03% could not say anything about it (Graph 8.1).
They also reported that ROB is a must in their area as it can solve many
issues related to connectivity to many villages, development of the area,
transportation and communication, etc.

N= 33

Graph 8.1: Opinion of the project affected people about the ROB project
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8.1.2 OPINIONS ON ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED ROB
When asked about the advantages of the proposed ROB from the directly
affected people, they have given different point of views and those views or
responses have been categorised into nine groups;
 Hi-tech infrastructural facilities
 Increase in employment opportunities
 Leads to decent roads
 Increase in property value
 Improvement in the infrastructural facilities
 Decrease in greenhouse gas emission
 Increase in facilities
 Increase in education level
 Enhanced local economy
The positive impacts informed by the affected people have been provided in
graph 8.2.Out of the total project affected people, 72.73% people said ROB
will lead to hi-tech infrastructural facilities in the area, 75.76% said it will
enhance local economy of the area, 78.79% said it will lead to increase in
employment opportunities, 81.82% said that ROB will lead to increase in
facilities, the same percentage of people also said it will lead to decent
roads, 54.55% said that it will lead to increase in property values, 72.73%
said that it will improve the infrastructural facilities, 30.30% responded that
it will lead to decrease in greenhouse gas emission, and 48.48% said the
proposed ROB will lead to increase in education level of the people in the
area.
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Graph 8.2: Project affected people opinion on advantages of the ROB project

8.1.3 OPINIONS ON THE POSSIBLE NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF
THE PROPOSED ROB
Any project comes bearing negative impacts along with its advantages, the
opinions regarding the same were gathered during the SIA fieldwork . The
possible negative impacts which the proposed ROB project may have on the
lives and livelihood of the residents are listed as follows. The views of the
project affected population regarding these are represented in graph 8.3.
 Loss of land in acquisition
 Loss of livelihood in the area
 Loss of income
 Loss of inventories like house, industry, and shops
 Loss of customers and suppliers
 Disruption of social, cultural, economic activities
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 Increase in immigration in the area

3.03

 Disadvantage to the environment of park, trees, etc.

Disadvantages of ROB

(N = 33, For Each Disdvantage of ROB)

Graph 8.3: Opinion of Project affected people on the possible negative impacts of
the ROB

The impacts pointed out by the project affected people have been provided
in graph 8.3. Out of the total project affected people (N=33), 48.48% people
said ROB that it will lead to loss of land due to land acquisition, 24.24%
said it will lead to loss of livelihood in the area, 30.30% said that it will lead
to loss of income, 42.42% said that ROB will lead to loss of inventories like
house, industry, and shops, 21.21% said it will lead to decrease or loss of
their customers and suppliers. 24.24% people said that it will lead to
disruption of social, cultural, economic activities etc. The same percentage
of people also believe that it will increase immigration in the area after ROB
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is completed. 3.03% said the proposed ROB will cause a direct loss to the
environment in the proposed area.
8.2 NATURE AND INTENSITY OF SOCIAL IMPACTS
The nature and intensity of the social impact for the acquisition of land for
the proposed ROB project has been discussed according to the three phases
of the development project. These phases are as follows:
(i) Impact during pre- construction phase,
(ii) Impact during construction phase, and
(iii) Impact during operation phase.
8.2.1 IMPACT DURING THE PRE-CONSTRUCTION PHASE
The notification of the proposed ROB is already made available to the
people of the affected area which has already impacted the project affected
people both directly and indirectly. The proposed project was supposed to
be started a long time back but due to various issues it did not happen. But
after the notification was made public, there is a lot of anticipation and
anxiety amongst the people of Mandi Gobindgarh as the residents and
business class in that area really want the ROB to be built as they believe
ROB will solve their day to day problem and lead to development of the
area. Due to the proposed acquisition some residences, shops, and factories
are affected either directly or indirectly. Some of the factories have become
non-functional along with the shops at the Guru Ki Nagri side. There is lot
of psychological stress amongst the project affected people as they want the
project to begin as soon as possible so that they can focus on their livelihood
and live their everyday life with security. There is already much economic
loss to the shareholders and the working class who have shut down their
businesses due to the proposed project and have negative impact on the
families, staffs, and labours directly or indirectly.
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All the public facilities like hospitals, schools, etc. are available at the main
Mandi side of the railway crossing gate and so the people living at the other
side are facing a lot of problems due to inconvenience caused by the railway
crossing gates. Cases of accident causing deaths at the railway crossing are
on a rise. During the fieldwork the SIA team found that some of the family
and friends of the project affected people have also lost their lives due to
delay in reaching hospital and hit and run cases at the railway crossing gate.
The same problem is bothering the women and school going children of the
area. Traffic at the railway crossing gate when it is shut creates noise
pollution and tremendous loss of time. There is existing problem of dust
pollution due to industries at the Guru Ki Nagri side.
8.2.2 IMPACT DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE
The project affected people as well as the people of the area want and
demand the ROB to be constructed at the earliest as the construction of
ROB will solve many of their existing socio-economic issues.
The construction period will lead to displacement of the project affected
people as they will lose their property and assets, and will have to relocate
somewhere else. The nearby shops and workshops will also get affected and
is likely to be shut down.
The railway crossing will also be shut close during the construction phase of
the ROB and so long route will be the only alternative available to the
public that will cause inconvenience to all sections of the society, especially
sick people who need emergency attention, throughout the construction
period.
The project affected people and the nearby businesses will get affected as
their customers will have difficulty in reaching their service provider. The
small-scale businesses will have a drastic impact on them. The laborers,
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office staffs and their families will have direct impact on their livelihood
due to shutting down of the affected factories and shops, and their
relocation.
Pollution level of air and noise levels will be elevated during this period and
people may have to face health and psychological issues due to construction
of ROB.
The construction phase though will have many side effects but it will also
create job opportunities for people especially labour class that may find
employment during the construction of the ROB.
8.2.3 IMPACT DURING THE OPERATIONAL PHASE
Once the ROB is constructed and becomes accessible to the public, it will
have many benefits to the people of Mandi Gobindgarh. Traffic at the
railway crossing gate will be reduced and loss of time due to it will be
curbed and so will the accidental deaths. People can freely move about
taking the ROB route that will connect the Mandi area with the Guru Ki
Nagri side. The Guru Ki Nagri will have many development opportunities
which was earlier not possible due to commute issues. People will save a lot
of time which they usually lose at railway crossing gate and reach their
destination on time.
The shifting of the industries will lead to cleaner air and will increase the
property value of the nearby area of the proposed site. The women, elderly
and children will feel much safer as they will not have to wait for long hours
at the railway crossing gate.
All in all, once the ROB is operational it will greatly improve the quality of
living of the Mandi Gobindgarh area and develop the Guru Ki Nagri side by
connecting it to the main Mandi.
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8.3 ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES OPTED BY PEOPLE FOR
THEIR LAND/PROPERTY
The people whose land is proposed to be acquired have been asked about
the change in land use within 3 years, about selling of land to any
government entity or present project, and alternatives of the present
land/property with respect to occupation. There is no change in use of land
has been found. However, other factors are discussed below one by one.
8.3.1 APPROACHED FOR PURCHASING LAND
The project affected people when asked if they were ever approached for
selling their land, 90.91% said they were never approached but the rest
9.09% said they were approached by the government for their land property
(Graph 8.4)

N= 33

Graph 8.4: Anyone approached for purchase of land
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8.3.2 SELLING OF AFFECTED LAND TO ANY GOVERNMENT
ENTITIES
In response to the question about selling of affected land to any government
entities ever for any development project, 96.55% of the project affected
people said they had never sold any land before whereas the rest 3.45% said
yes, they had sold their land to the authorities for development projects
(Graph 8.5).

N= 29

Graph 8.5: Selling of affected land to any government entities
Note: In the above graph, N= 29 as other 4 respondents did not respond to the question.

8.3.3 PLANNED FOR SELLING THEIR LAND EVER
About selling their affected property, the project affected people responded
as follows, 92.00% said yes and the rest 8.00% said they had never thought
of selling their affected property (Graph 8.6).
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N=25

Graph 8.6: Planned of selling the land ever
Note: In the above graph, N= 25 as other 8 respondents did not respond to the question.

8.3.4 OPINIONS REGARDING CHANGE IN OCCUPATION AFTER
LAND ACQUISITION
The project affected people when asked if they would like to change their
occupation after the land acquisition is done, 42.42% said no and were
against the idea, whereas the rest (57.58%) of the project affected people said
they did not know and will decide once the project is initiated (Graph 8.7).

N= 33

Graph 8.7: Opinions regarding change in occupation after land acquisition
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8.4

OPINIONS

REGARDING

REHABILITATION

AND

RESETTLEMENT BENEFITS AND COMPENSATION
As the ROB project is going to acquire lands including houses, shops and
factories, etc., of the affected families this may have huge impact on the
various aspects of their life especially social, psychological and economic
aspects. There may be some issues and concerns of the affected families
regarding the proposed acquisition. As the extent of land proposed for the
acquisition under ROB project is bare minimum requirement, almost all
affected families are willing to support the ROB project and surrender their
land on their own terms and conditions regarding compensation and R & R
benefits. The Social Impact Assessment under the provisions of fair
compensation for land acquisition with respect to RFCTLARR Act 2013
will be sufficient to manage these issues.
8.4.1

ISSUES

AND

CONCERNS

REGARDING

PROPOSED

ACQUISITION UNDER ROB
During the in-depth interview as well as the focus group discussions of the
project affected people and women of their family whose land is proposed
for the acquisition under ROB shared their concerns and issues regarding it,
which are as follows:


Almost all respondents showed their concerns and problems due to
delay in ROB construction and operation. According to them due to
delay in ROB neither they are being able to plan anything for the
affected land nor they are getting any profit due to proposed
acquisition. Thus, they want government authorities to resolve this
issue as soon as possible so that they can get fair compensation for
the acquisition and could plan further.
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As the ROB is delayed the development of the area especially at Guru
Ki Nagri side and the existing issues caused due to the closure of
railway crossing for hours, could not resolved.



Many respondents have raised their concerns regarding the pattern of
acquisition, as the ROB is passing through centre or diagonally
(partially) from most of the affected land/properties (including house,
factories, workshops, etc.), the left-over area which is not planned to
be acquired under ROB at both side of affected land will be of no use
in future for them. Hence, they want either government take the entire
land and give compensation in the form of money at the rate as they
demanded or provide an alternate place (relocation) of same type and
size with shifting expenses, compensation of inventory loss and
replacement cost under R & R benefits.



Some of respondents also opined that the government should provide
compensation for the proposed acquisition and should also give an
option of rehabilitation and compensation for the left-over land from
affected area along with compensation on inventory loss and shifting
expenses under R&R benefits and acquire the entire land.



Even those whose land is to be acquired laterally and partially, they
raised same issue of wastage of remaining area of the affected land,
and wanted the acquisition of the entire area under ROB by the
concerned authorities. Houses/shops/workshops/factories etc., of
some respondents are going to be affected fully even though the
acquisition is partial, as the main part of the structure is going to be
lost. Further the respondents of the houses will have to relocate at
another place, hence they want fair compensation at market rate along
with relocation, expenses for construction and shifting at new location
under R & R benefits.
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Some iron rolling factories are functional, and the main and front part
including offices, manufacturing area, main gate and loading area,
etc., will going to be lost in acquisition, hence the other part of the
factories including transportation of their goods will be highly
affected as they reported, hence they want fair compensation
including loss of assets and finance under R & R benefits.



Some want compensation in the form of money only but for each
partner individually, not in the name of firm or property, to avoid
further conflicts.



Most of respondents insisted that the basis of compensation calculation
must be present market rate and should not be based on the revenue or
government rate of the land, and the compensation should be given
according to loss since the notification of ROB in the year 2016.



Some people reported their unawareness about the basis of rates of
their land to be fixed by government authorities for compensation and
associated benefits. They want proper information about the actions
and rates regarding ROB project and their acquisition from the
concerned authorities.

8.4.2 REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT BENEFITS AND
COMPENSATION
As far as the compensation and R & R is concerned, each shareholder from
the affected families were asked to share their opinion and choices regarding
it, so that the scope for the solution of the existing issues can be expanded.
There are total 16 land/properties which are proposed to be acquired, and
owners of most of the affected properties have more than one shareholder.
Out of total 16 affected properties, owners of 75 % (12) properties want
compensation in the form of money and owners of 25 % (4) properties want
both rehabilitation and resettlement benefits and compensation in the form
of money (Table 8.1).
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Table 8.1: Opinion of owners of the affected lands/properties regarding
Compensation and rehabilitation and resettlement benefits.
Sl.
No.

Name of property/
Land proposed for acquisition

No. of land
Compensation in
owners/
INR Per Biswa
Shareholders

1

Raj Steel Rolling Mill

8

10 to 12 lakh

2

Kamal Iron and Steel Rolling Mill

3

As per market
rate

3

Prem Khalsa Iron and Steel
Rolling Mill

2

Inventory &
financial loss

4

Mr. Hardev Singh (3 properties)

1

10 lakh

5

Mr. Ajmer Singh and others

3

10 lakh

6

Mr. Taranjit Singh and others

5

Upto 15 lakh

7

Mr. Jasdev Singh, H.No. 35,
Sector- 9B, Guru Ki Nagri,
Residence

1

10 lakh

8

Mr. Pankaj Goyal and others

2

10 to 15 lakh

9

Vijay Iron and Steel Rolling Mill

1

10 lakh

10 Suraj Ispat Udyog

3

Upto 15 lakh

11 Hero transport

2

10 to 12 lakh

12 Panesar Mill

6

10 to 12 lakh

13 Mr. Rana Azad and others

4

10 to 12 lakh

14 Mr. Devinder Singh and others

3

10 to 12 lakh

Total

Remarks

Can’t relocate the entry
gate as there is no other
connectivity to road.
Construction fee for
relocating the factory and
compensation as per
market rate.
R & R benefits and
compensation for assets
loss.
Affected by railway
project previously.
Adequate compensation
Construction fees for
reconstructing the house
and adequate
compensation
Construction fees for
relocating residence,
GST,Map approval
charges must be
exempted. R&R
benefits.
Expenses of relocation
and construction of new
house under
R & R benefits
Adequate
Compensation.
Also want compensation
Inventory and assets loss.
Adequate compensation
Adequate compensation
with R&R benefits
Compensation for each
shareholder individually
R&R benefits for the
wasted land on both
sides, along with
compensation.
R&R benefit, acquisition
for wasted land on both
sides of the land, along
with compensation

44*

*Note: The actual number of total land owners/shareholders is 41, however, the above table 8.1
represents the total number of shareholders in all the affected properties, which includes some
common shareholders in more than one property (as in serial no. 13 and 14).
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Out of total 33 respondents (landowners and shareholders) from the project
affected properties, 57.58% of respondents want compensation of Rs. 10
lakhs to 12 lakhs per Biswa for the proposed acquisition, 30.30% wants
compensation up to 15 lakhs per Biswa and 12.12% respondents want
compensation at market rate (Graph 8.8).

Graph 8.8: Opinions of respondents on the compensation rate (in INR) for land
acquisition per Biswa

8.4.3

PREFERENCE

REGARDING

R&R

FOR

PROPOSED

ACQUISITION
The project affected people, when asked about the rehabilitation and
resettlement after the acquisition of their property, 67.86% want money as
compensation for their inventory loss, 3.57% want rehabilitation and
resettlement from the government after acquisition, and the rest 28.57%
project affected people want both money and R&R in compensation for
their affected properties by the government (Graph 8.9).
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N= 28

Graph 8.9: Preference regarding R&R for the proposed acquisition.
Note: In the above graph 8.9, N= 28 as other 5 respondents did respond to the question.

8.4.4 PREFERRED LOCATION IF DISPLACED
Among the project affected people who opted for rehabilitation, when asked
about their preferred place of R&R, 60.00% want to resettlement nearby the
project affected area, whereas 40.0% want to live far away from the project
affected area (Graph 8.10).

Graph 8.10: Preferred location, if displaced by the ROB project
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8.4.5 PREFERRED R & R OPTION
The project affected people who opted for R&R in earlier questions, when
asked whether they would like to resettle by themselves or would like the
government to help them with R&R, 62.50% project affected people said
that they want to resettle on their own with the help of money they would
receive as compensation from the government, 25.0% said that they want
government’s assistance, and the rest 12.50% said that they are fine with
both the options of self-resettlement and project assistance for the same by
the authorities as they have not thought about it (Graph 8.11).

Graph 8.11: Preferred R&R option of the project affected people
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8.4.6 EXPECTATION FROM THE GOVERNMENT REGARDING
R&R
When project affected people were asked about their expectations from the
government, 14.29% of the project affected people expect the government
to compensate them with a plot and shifting expenses, 57.14% expect plot
and for displacement/resettlement and rest i.e. 28.57% want compensation
for their land loss and losses of their inventory. (Graph 8.12)

Graph 8.12: Expectation from the government for R&R.
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8.4.7 FACTORS CONSIDERED FOR RESETLLEMENT AND
REHABILITATION
The preference was asked regarding the factors they might consider if they
have to re-establish themselves elsewhere, Majority (33.32%) people prefer
factors that will boost their income and business activities. 16.67% people
prefer and chose access to family/friends. 16.67% people want money as
compensation. The same percentage of people also prefer being closer to the
market if the need for resettlement arises, similarly the option of access to
both family and income was a preferred option of the same percentage
(16.67%) of people.

33.32%

Graph 8.13: Considered factors for relocation and alternate place.
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8.4.8

POSSIBLE

HIKE

IN

LAND

PRICE

AFTER

ROB

CONSTRUCTION
When project affected people were asked about the possibility of hike in the
land price after the ROB project is completed, 60.61% people said yes the
property prices will increase as more people will be eager to buy and the
value of the land will more, 30.30% people said there will be no difference
in the land price, and the rest 9.09% people said that they had no idea about
it (Graph 8.14).

N= 33

Graph 8.14: Possible hike in the price of land after ROB

8.4.9 CHANGE IN LAND PRICE FROM THE CURRENT PRICES
AFTER ROB CONSTRUCTION
The respondents, who responded ‘Yes’ (60.61 %) to the previous question i.e.
regarding hike in land price when further asked about the number of times the
hike in the land price that would be there after the ROB project is completed,
70.00% of the project affected people said that the prices will be double than
the present price, 10.0% said the land prices will be triple after the project
completes, whereas the rest 20.0% said they have no idea about it.
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N= 20

Graph 8.15: Change in land price

The project affected people said since the ROB will lead to development of the
area and many people will be interested in investing the area, hence the land
prices will increase (Graph 8.15).
8.5 AWARENESS ABOUT CONCERNED AUTHORITIES
For any public service facilities issues or issues related to land etc. people of
Mandi Gobindgarh usually approach Municipal Council of their sub-tehsil,
the responsibility of the present ROB project and proposed land acquisition
is also administered and handled by the Municipal Council Gazetteers.
Hence, awareness of people regarding this has been evaluated too.
8.5.1 AWARENESS REGARDING PROVISIONS OF MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL (MC)
Total 60.61% of the project affected people knew about the provisions
regarding putting their complaint before Municipal Council of the area,
whereas 30.39% project affected people said they did not know that they
can place their complaint before the Municipal Council of the area (Graph
8.16).
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N= 33

Graph 8.16: Municipal Council (MC) complaint awareness.

8.5.2 VISIT TO MC OFFICE FOR INFORMATION
Most of the project affected people have visited MC office for any
information (57.58%), 27.27% said that they have never visited MC office
for any type of information and the rest 15.15% did not respond to the
question (Graph 8.17).

N= 33

Graph 8.17: Have visited Municipal Council (MC) office for information

All people who had ever visited Municipal Council for any information or
problem, reported the ease to access information is fairly easy.
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8.6 MITIGATION MEASURES
The proposed ROB project is a long due development project which is the
need of the area. Although this development is bound to bring development
and opulence to the area even then we cannot deny the fact that there is a
probability of varied impacts on the lives of the project affected people and
their families. There could be disturbances that may lead to lifestyle changes
which could be disruptive for them, thus the policy makers should keep in
mind the needs and aspirations of project affected population, before
devising any policies for such development projects.
Mandi Gobindgarh is an industry based economy, if their land on which
factories/mills/ offices and workshops are proposed to be acquired, it would
undoubtedly result in loss of livelihood. Not only this, a few residences that
fall under the proposed acquisition, if acquired, would lead to displacement
of the landholders and their families. Therefore, it was important to analyze
and mitigate the negative impacts of the proposed project which could arise
due to increased development and opportunities.
The concerned authorities have taken note of these concerns among locals
and took some constructive actions to create awareness amongst the affected
people.
 Concerned authorities have held meetings with the members of the
area and land holders in the area before the Social Impact Assessment
study began.
 They facilitated SIA in this region to have an overview of people’s
concerns and aspirations about the proposed project so that the
compensation was provided to the project affected families in a
transparent and fair manner.
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 The concerned authorities have provided the SIA team with all
necessary information including detailed map of the proposed area to
be acquired to ease the understanding of the area that was proposed to
be acquired for interest.
 As per Section 5 of the Act “Whenever a Social Impact Assessment is
required to be prepared under Section 4, the appropriate government
shall ensure a public hearing meeting is held at the affected area, after
giving adequate publicity about the date, time and venue for the
public hearing to ascertain the views of the affected families to be
recorded and included in the Social Assessment Report. Therefore, a
public hearing meeting was conducted on 15.12.2020 after the SIA
team had submitted the preliminary report on 24.11.2020.
 The concerns of landowners and their apprehensions regarding land
acquisition and compensation have been duly organised in the report,
all additions from the public hearing meeting have been incorporated
into the report as a separate chapter.
8.7 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SIA TEAM
The present SIA study was conducted with a holistic perspective and
highlighted the positive as well as the negative impact of the proposed
acquisition. The report highlights these elaborately. It cannot be denied that
the ROB construction will have a few negative impacts on the affected
families. However, the positive benefits arising from it are much more. The
present portion of land to be acquired is the bare minimum required for the
development of ROB in the area with minimum displacement. These need
to be taken into account by the concerned authorities while executing the
present project and its mitigation plan. The SIA team has assembled the data
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gathered from the field through interaction with the project affected families
as well through observation, focus group discussions and other methods,
and thus proposes a few recommendations in the light of these concerns.
 The attachment with land to be acquired cannot be counter-balanced
with monetary compensation. However, their loss can be minimized
by the regulatory authorities if the project affected families are
compensated with adequate amount for their land, as per the
provisions of the Act.
 During the construction phase of the ROB, the authorities have to
ensure minimum inconvenience to the residents of the town.
 From the point of view of health of the residents of the area, the
suggestions of the pollution control board should also be considered
during the construction phase of the ROB.
 It has to also be ensured by the authorities that the construction of the
ROB must be completed in the said tenure so that the affected
businessmen and landholders whose work will be halted during the
construction phase may get back to their work, as soon as possible.


The compensation should be fair enough to overcome the loss they
would face in terms of loss to income and livelihood. Furthermore,
the feasible and realistic demands put forth by the landowners should
also be given due importance before taking decision on the
compensation benefits.



The government should try that the entire land from the affected area
should be acquired in one go so as to avoid any conflict among the
landowners and the benefits of each shareholders must be provided
individually to all.
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To avoid any lack of communication between the authorities and
landowners the landowners must be made a part of discussions before
policy formulation and decision making.



As per the provisions of the Act, the government should try to acquire
the area left on either sides of the land proposed to be acquired as the
land does not serve any purpose to the landowners.



If, there arises a demand for employment during the construction of
the proposed project work the staff and laborers affected must be
taken into consideration, on a priority basis. The educated ones must
be employed as per the qualification and requirement in the nearby to
be developed offices in order to help lessen the burden on the affected
family members.



There were many houses which are falling under the area to be
acquired they must be compensated adequately and as per need, on an
urgent basis as rebuilding a house requires not only a huge sum of
money but also an ideal place to ensure secure lives for the families
and their future generations.
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